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FOREWORD

ThIs study wasprepated byProfr.Seymour Melman for the Sub
cOlnlnitte~ on Patents Trademarks,and Copyrights as part. of its
study of the United States patent system, conducted pursuant to
Senate Resolutions 55 and 236 of the 85th Congress, It is one.of
several. being prepared under the supervision of John O. Stedman,
associateoounsel for the subcommittee.

Earlier reports on the work of this subcommittee have noted the
great changes in our economic and industrial systeni since our patent
laws came into being. As we put it in January 1956, "the industrial
and technological economy of today bears little resemblance to that
of yesterday * * *. The garret, garage, or basement inventor to a
marked extent has given way to the laboratory technician who is
iJoth.scientifically trained and versed in the latest techniques of

.experimentation and invention. The independent 'lone wolf' inventor
hasgiven way to the coordinated group activity of the research Iabora

: tory." )¥hat do these changes augur for the patent system? How
shall the patent system respond, the better to discharge its constitu-
.tional purposes?
... Professor. Melman addresses himself to these issues, taking for his
subject of inquiry the highly important, highly organized, extensively

. staffed research laboratories that operate today at both industrial

~
.• -an.duniversity levels .. In this milieu, he concludes that the patent

systelJ1, whatever its past contributions and its value and virtues in
••.. ot.her. r.. esp.ects.' con~r.ibut~s little to the ~rogress of science and useful
~tts. This conclusion, WIthout doubt, will be.greeted WIth skepticism
·0 by some and with vigorous disagreement by others. Nevertheless,

Professor Melman has posed a serious issue and subjected it to
thoughtful and competent inquiry. I hope, and expect, that those
who challenge his views-and there will be such, I. am sure-will
approach the subject and his handling of it with the samemeasure of
cOlJ1petence and thoughtfulness that hehas shown. The subject is
too important and complex to warrant anything less.

Professor Melman is well fitted to speak on the matter at hand. As
"a lllember of the department of industrial engineering, Oolumbia

University, he has a longstanding, active and down-to-earth interest
aria experience in the subject of industrial productivity and research.
He h!lscarried out varied industrialstudies while on the faculty of
Columbia University. He is the author, among other publications,
of Dynamic Factors in Productivity, a book which has received wide
attention in this country, Europe, and Japan since its publication in

1956, and which is the product of 5 years of research and extensive
".:coIlsUltant.work with .various industrial concerns.

In publishing this study, it is important to state clearly its relation
zo.the policies and views of the subcommittee. The views expressed
by the .author are entirely his Own. The subcommittee welcomes
the report for consideration and study,but its publication in no way

m O



signifies or implies acceptance or. approval by the subcommittee or
its members of the facts, opinions,or recommendations contained in
it. Such publication does, however, testify to the .subcommittee's
belief that the study represents a valuable contribution to the litera
ture concerning the patent system and its operation, and that the
public interest will be served by its publication, distribution,and
consideration. . ',...

JOSEPH O. O'MAHONEY;,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and CopyC

rightS, Com.mitteeonthe Judiciary, United I$tates Senate.
MAY 16, 1958.
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THE IMPACT OF THE PATENT SYSTEM ON
RESEARCH

By Seymour Melman

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM DEFINED

There isa growing inconsistency between requirements for fruitfUl
technical research and the effort to operate a patent system. That
is the main finding of this inquiry into the relation between the patent
system and modern technical research.

'I'he-historicaljustification of a patent system is rooted in two
propositions: first, that it is possible to identify the creators of new
articles and techniques; second, that the privilege of exclusive property
rights granted for a given period will yield a material return to the
creators of new things, and will thereby encourage them to further
creative work,'. .

The first of these assumptions implies that scientific research and
technological development are carried out under conditions that

•enable one to specify the particular person to whom a creative act
may be attributed. The second assumption implies that the granting
of the patent right has a substantial effect in promoting further effort
in scientific inquiry and technical application of the results.

A. THE PROBLEM OF THIS STUDY

Two problems areat the center of this study, What are the condi
tions under which technical knowledge is produced? The answer to
this question should indicate whether it is indeed possible to identify
inventors and inventions in a workable way. This problem is surely
of,more than formal interest, for the course of recent patent litigation
has. indicated that the criteria for.jnvention-e-often tied in with the
identification of the inventor-lie at the heart of many cases in which
patents granted by the United States Patent Office have been held
invalid by the courts?

The second problem of this inquiry is the question: What has
been the elfe?t of the patent system on the promotion of science and
the useful arts? This question is a critical criterion for the evaluation
.of the functioning of the patent system. Clearly, it is possible to
suggest many criteria by which to evaluate an institution like a patent

.system; Patent arrangements have far-reaching effects on economic
institutions, on p~operty relations, on profits of industrial firms, on
concentration of control in industry, on monopolistic practices

1 LegallyspesJdng, our patent ssstem Isbasedupona.'rt.1, s81J.c,,8, of the Constitutionof the United States,
which provides that "The congress shall have Power""'" .. To promote the Progress of actence and useful
Arts, by securing forlimited Times to Autbors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writ
ings and Discoveries."

a Of 50inventions recently held invalid by the U. S:"Gourt of Appeals, 43 were invalidated on grounds
of "lack of invention or anticipation." Hearingson the Americanpatent system, beforethe Subcommittee
on patents! Tradema.rks,-and Copyrightsof the Senate Oommitteeon the Judiciary, S4tb Oong. 1st eess.,

.at 184 (Oct. 10-12, 1955). . . . , .

1
20609~5~2





THE lMPACT OF THEPA~SYSTEM ON RESEADCH 5

3. Measuring research activity
In a review of the operation of research activity in industrial firms

and other laboratories there arises the problem: How much is pro
duced in these facilities? It should be made clear at the outset that
there is no sure way of gaging or defining output of technical knowledge
or technical design." Therefore, it is. only possible to measure the
activity in these facilities by counting some of the inputs that are
involved. We can measure the man-hours or the funds that are
uSed up in the operation of these facilities.

10 It is, ofcourse, possible to count the number orpatents-taken out by a research unit. The signifieauce
of such counts for gaging output Ia limited, bowever1 by the fact that intensity of research activity is not
necessarily reflected in the numberof patents obtaineu,even wherepatentingis a regularadjunctto research.
Sea en. VII. On the other hand, the output of teehulcal papers may at times be a rough Indicator of research

- activity;



~_ ~~~4A~_ .. ~~ __~~ _ •. __ ""~' _ ~'_~__~,_. ~_ •. ~.~""~4__~.__•

(antitrust policy), on the role of Government asa decision maker in
industry, and on the scope and characteristics of the legalprofession.
Anyone of these areas of effects could be utilized for the purpose
of evaluating the functioning of the patent system;

This report deals with only one. aspect of the effects of the. patent
system, namely, What has been the effect of a patent system on the
promotion of science and the useful arts? This criterion corresponds,
to the end in view stated in the .Constitution of the United States
under which the Congress was empowered to .establish a patent
system. Moreover, the test of promotion of science, in both its basic
and applied connotations, is important in its own right. For the
progress of science and its application to production is a majorfactor
in .the capability of any conntryto attain high levels' of material
well.being.. ' .

B. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
. ': '.:}-. '

Each of the problems notedabove is thesubjectofa separate part
of this study. 'I'liefirstpart deals with the conditions ofthe produe
tion of technical knowledge, Here the attempt is. made to marshal
data from industrial, university,Government, and other laboratories
which bear on the ways in which research and development are actually.
organized and carried out in many fields of science and engineering.
These aspects of research are closely relevant to the problem.'}'his
involves. identifying those who create new articles.andtechniqu~",
Iualso involves. making clear what is. meant by "new technology"
(ch.II). This leads. in turn to an examination of the various grQups.
and individuals. who contribute to this production, in pther words,
the division of laborandinterdependence in the production 'oftech"
nical knowledge (ch, Ill), In chapter IV the inquiry turns to the
question of how the produoeraof technical knowledge arepaid, a:
matter closely related to the problem of incentive for performance of
this type of work. A different aspect of technical research, namely,
the worth of new knowledge, is explored in chapter V. This, too,
has a bearing on the problems ofJncentives. Finally,chapter VJ
analyzes the determinants that influence, shape, direct, and limit the
production of new. knowledge through technical' researehywhether •
conducted under industrial or nonprofit auspices. . .' .'. .

The second part is concerned primarily with the use of technical
knowledge as property and the implications that arisefromsuch use,
Chapters VII and VIII focus attention on the maineffectsfhat fiow
from the use of patents by business firms and universities, respectively,
Chapter IX deals with the relationship of patents to the progress of .
science and technology. In order to bring out more clearly thisrela
tionship, chapter X delvesinto the speculative inquiry: What would
be the consequences. if we had no patent system? '. '. .

A third partcrepresentsd-by the£nalchapter \ch. XI), examin.es
the relationship between thesubjects discussed in parts IandII,to
wit, the conditions covering the production, of knowledge, and the,
operation of the patentsystem asa way of promoting science and ,the
usefularts. ".

C. CHARACTER~STICS' OF 'l'HE DATA

One of the problemsinvolved in an inquiry
priateness of the methods used. The investigation had to be designed
to enable the writer to reach conclusions that are meaningfulinterms
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mont and universitylaboratories is typically characterized by division
of Iabor and interdependence among the investigators. The division
of labor is expressed in the variety of occupational skills that are
brought to bear upon particular problems. The interdependence in the
work is made evident by the utilization of prior knowledge and the
bow-how .of contemporaries engaged in related tasB:,s.It is doubtful
whether the classical inventor of the type visualized by the patent
system is today" major factor in technical development.

A.INDUSTRIALRESEARCH LABORATORIES,

These characteristics in industrial research laboratories become
apparent when one examines the variety of occupations fouIld, in
the course of this study, to exist in several large laboratories. In
one major electronics laboratory the composition of the scientific
research personnel was as follows:
Matheroaticlans~_,-:_:-_~ -:-__ -: __~ " -: '_ -:_..; ~ -: - 25
Metallurgists:-";" -'_-: __-; ": n _ '__ -: ":" ' ~_' '":".~ ~ ':" _,_ _ _ 15
Chemiste; '..__-, ' . -:.;. -,__.-' __-: __-'.':":'"' -'__'_._,_ ..-_..,. :.. .._ , .50
'Physicists__ -'...,:.. -: -: -'-'_-'_:" __-: __.:._...; ..., _-: ..., __.;, _-:-:_:-'_____ _ 75
Electrical englneers.,.; "'''' n , _ -: __ "", :-.__,n _ -: .. _ _ 600
Mechanical englneers.. " .,. _u.-:-n ,.. __.n---:---.---:- -:_;- __ h __ n_;- _ 50

In a petroleum firm's central laboratory the following breakdown
appeared:
Chemists ' h h h _"' __ , " " " "_"_"" "'_ 278
Geologists_~ ~__ ~~~_~----~------~~~-~-----~~--------~~__________ 2Physicists..:.__ .., _c.: ;.. ~ ..:. "'_.,. __ '____ _ __ 6
Mathematicians n ",- n'", " :... n___ 16
Ohem.ic8,lengineers __~,- __~..,..,.., __.., ..:. _.,.'_n __ n _~ ~_ ~ _..:. _'__ .; ..:. .e90D
Civil engineers -- . .,. '"'__ _ 200
Electrical~ngineers,.;-: _.,..,.._ n ..:..,._n__ .., __ ':'-; _..:. ' ' 120
Mechanical engfneers.. -: __"' :.. .._.,. __-: .,-_ ..:._..., ..:...:._..:.. _.,._ _ 480
Petroleu:m eIlgineering specialists ":',__-: _-:_. nnn__ ". "; _~_~___ _ 16
Otherengineers..,,__h~~ ~ __ .. ~_ "" n_, - ";>~ .. ~ "",100

In the same laboratory, this variously-trained personnel was assigned
to an even greater variety of designated research and development
jobs," to wit:
Analytical chemists Engine mechanic
Chemists", " Pilot plant operator
Research-chemists Mechanic
Staff chemists Research librarian
Division.director Industrial hygienist
Chemical engineer Toxicologist
Deyelopmentengineer Products technologist
Elf!ctrl~al'engineer Research physician
Engineer, Technologist -
Metallurgical .englueer Research physicist
Precess.engineer Research" engineer
Insp~ct()r, ',' Foreman
Laboratory, assistant Process foreman
Te-chnician Mechanicalforeman
Engine-operator

13Thrslist Includes onlp those directly engagedfu research and dev~opmentwork. There are, of course,
others engaged in activities necessary to support the research and development functIon. These include
the usual clerical, bookkeeping, accounting}purchasing and legal personnel; also, those cngaged.in ron tine
maintenance of building operatton sueb ee janttcrs, guards, routine mecb~ulc..~,and painters.

20609.:....-c5~--'-3



constituted the cross section of industrial research activity recently
reviewed by the National Science Foundation.' , ,

The eng"ineers and scientists in these, industrial research ',Iaborat,ories
numbered about 7,700. The National Science Foundation has esti
mated that in 1954 altogether 157,300 scientists and engineers.in
private industry were engaged in research and development.'

This means that the firms sampled here accounted for about 5 per
cent of the total research and development, personnel in industrial
research laboratories. The sampled laboratories are not only. im
portant in their own right; they represent a substantial sector of the
total research and development activity. These laboratories also
account for a substantial amount of patenting activity, as will be
reflected in the later chapters of this report.

A further interest in, these laboratories of large sizestems from the
increase, in recent years, of basic research in these laboratories. This
means investigations into the characteristics or phenomena which are
at least one 01' two steps removed from the production of knowledge
that is aimed at particular product orproduction method utilization.
During 1953-54 basic research amounted to 4 percent of industrial
research expenditures.' Underlying this statistic the report zivesthe
following definition to "basic orfundam.ental research" within tusiness.
sponsored laboratories: Projects which are not identified with specific
product or process applications, but rather have the primary objective
of adding to the overall scientific knowledge of the firm.

Attention is directed to the last phrase ,,* * * of the firm " which
gives to basic research an altogether different meaning from the usage
among university scientists. There, the.relevant realmforexploration
by scientists is not the knowledge.of the firm, the university, or even
the country, but man's knowledge of phenomena, In the nonindus
trial laboratory the promotion of science and its application is-not
limited by the requirement of serviceability to the firm, however
broadly that may, in some cases, be construed. , : ,c

Since the four sampled laboratories 'are of large size, they do not
necessarily represent certain of the operating characteristics that would
be found in many smaller laboratories in industrial firms. The fact is,
however, that in 1954 about 70 percent of research and development in ,
American industrial firms was carried out by 37.5 of the largest com-'
panies, which represented some 2 percent 'of fhe sample of firms
recently studied by the National Science Foundation.' Accordingly,
concentration of attention in this study on the larger units is in keeping
with their relative importance in the industrial research scene. More
over, a substantial literature has been devoted to presentation of the
managerial and other methods of.tho larger industrial laboratories.'

• National Science FOUll,.. dation; Scienceand,.. Bngtneertng in Arnerlcan Industry. (1956).
6Id, at 19. ..
7Id. at 5'-6.
s ld.st3.
t See~ e. g., Bush, Bibliography on Research Administration (Washington, D.O.: 'I'he Unlversity Press

of Was.ninrton, D.O., 1954);Anthony, Management Controls in Industrial Research Operations (Boston:
Harvard UniversIty Schoolof BusInessAdm1n1stratlon~ 1952),8eept. IY~ and the biblIographyon pp. 513ft

, Collectionsof papers on research managementpractices nave been published by the AmericanManagement
Association,and by the annual conference on Industrialresearch managementofthe departmentcrtndustriaj
and management engineeringor Oclumbfa University (see IIot~27,infra).
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* * * Just beforethe-last war, we were interested in devel
opingacatalytic cracking process and were working on one
called Fluid Oatalytic Cracking. At the peak of that effort,
we had about 200 people of all sorts working on the process.
Some?f these people were professional people and some were
nonprofessional. In the group, we had physical and organic
chemists; we had physicists; we had engineers of all types;
wehad lawyers, analysts,. mechanics, Operators,etc. The
Research Division. was working On part of it, the Process
Division on another part,"andtl).e Development Division was
doing the engineering .and economic studies. The Baton
Rouge laboratories were running a huge pilot plant and the
Esso engineering department engineers were designing the
commercial.units, In addition to that, the patent and legal

. people were checking to be sure that if. we did develop the
process we would have patent protection on it. If we have
to put all of those things together and develop the process
in a short period of time,it is obvious that individuals today
cannot do industrial research successfully. It has to be done
by groups of coordinated people." . .

. From the standpoint of conventional management. and adminis
tration; this type of division of labor requires considerable organi
·zational effort in order to integrate the diverse activities .indicated.
In consequence, some rather ornate systems of management have been
evolved, systems that have a tendency to extend beyond the narrower
task of integration and include efforts to administer the technical
aspects as well. The net result has been the development of systems
of hierarchical decision-making which often .inolude a full-time
administrator for each 10 to 15 scientists or technicians.

UNIVERSITY· AND GdVERNMENT LA.BORATORIES: SELECTED
CASE HISTORIES

One may ask whether the same tendency to undertake group re
search with individuals of similarly diverse backgrounds, exists among
the university and Government laboratories.. This is an important
consideration' here because this writer's information is that these
laboratories tend to be less managerially organized than industrial
research groups. Again, there still prevails in the universities a
strong tradition for scientists and engineers to have laboratories which

. are identified as their own. Notwithstanding these considerations,
group efforts appear to exist here as are found among the industrial
research laboratories. The following exemplary' cases are extracted
from several accounts of organized research. furnished by scientists and
engineers working in university and Government laboratories.
1..·A Meeder machine
'. Thismltehine was designed in order to handle the problem of growing
microorganisms under conditions of specified turbidity, by measure-
ment of turbidity at 4-minuteintervals. .

It-Reeves..l.Management of Industrial Research, EssoResearch & Engineering CO.,at7 (1953). ,
In 1940, ubarleS F. Ketterlng of General Motors, affirmed that "group invention" was the method of

th e research organization which 'hedirected. Hearings, Technology and Concentration of Bconomtc Power,
before the Temporary National Bconomfc Committee, 76th Oong., 3d sesa, pt. 30, at 16293(1940--41).
(:EIei'e.lnaftel:' referred toasTNEO hearlnga.)
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CHAPTER II. THENATUREOFR~SEARCHAC'rlyjTY:THE PROJ)UCTI()N
OF NEW TECHNOLOGY AS INQuIRY .

Before one can evaluate research activity, its r~~ultsaJldther~l';
played by the patent system in respect thereto, it is necessary flrst- to
decide what kind of research activity we are talking about and whaf
objectives and results we are concerned with. Research activity can
be defined or classified in a variety of ways, depending upon what
one is interested in. .. ~' .. _,'

For the purpose of patenting, for instance, a line must be drawn
between research which involves the discovery of natural phenomena
and that which involves the application of such knowledge, whether
known before or not, to achieve new products or processes, In the
operation of the American patent system, natural phenomena are not
in themselves patentable. However, articles which embody the
utilization of such knowledge, or statements of processes which may
embody such knowledge, are subject topatent rights. .

In another framework, such a distinction may be of little value, .
however practical and important it may be in operating a patent
system, It does not, for example, afford an adequate basis for classi
fying the different types of work carried on in industrial, university,
and government laboratories. For example, it is possible to formulate
the criterion: The test of whetber research is basic or applied depends
on whether there is an immediate end in view. to be served by the .
product of the research. By that test, given research activity, if
oriented toward the production of particular products, would be called /
applied research; if directed to the production and publication of new .
knowledge as an end in itself, it would be classified as basic research.

Research work can be classified in still other ways. For example,
does the work yield knowledge which is applicable to a wide range
of phenomena?

Still another classification, one not generally used, but of especial
significance. in this study for reasons that will become apparent later,
is in terms of the administrafive setup for conducting researoh.cto
wit: Is the decision. to do the work made by the investigator pri
marily responsible for carrying it out or by some other person, usually
the supervisor in charge? This is 'I question of crucial import, more
than it may seem offhand. Among scientists, there is wide agree
ment that the production of new science proceeds mostiadvanta-

, geously where theinvestigator is free to follow his own bent in the
choice 'of problems and .the design of inquiry. When decision making.
'IS to research is largely in the hands of external managerial control,
there is necessarily 'I retarding effect on the production of new knowl
edge, whether immediately evident or not. For external managerial
control over the investigator impairs the. process of free, imaginative

6
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ment, and pump design. Various ocoupations-participated in the
project. A surgeon contributed knowledge as to the importance of
solving the problem of automatic regulation of blood pressure by
infusion. He also contributed clinical procedures in the application
of the machine.. An experimental physiologist contributed know
ledge onmethods of blood-pressure measurement. Several drug
companies furnished. biological response. data for particular drugs.
These data were only partial and had to be further elaborated by
the investigator, . Physiologists and electrical engineers were active
in carrying out experimental work with this machine on dogs in order
to ascertain biological. response to the drugs used. Electrical engi
neers contributed knowledge of servomechanism design and construc
tion. An anesthesiologist contributed experience with another servo
mechanism designed in another institution for clinical Use. About
25 vendors of electrical and mechanical components (small and large
firms) contributed standard and special types of eqnipment for
building this machine. Machine designers and machine shops carried
out the detail of. design of the units and executed the construction
of special components. The laboratory of the National Institutes of
Health at Bethesda, Md., supplied special designs of a pump for
precisiop delivery of small quantities, especially suitable for medical
clinical applications.. An experimental animal section of the research
laboratory maintained animals for experimental work and prepared
them for use, as well as contributing special knowledge on relevant
animal physiology. A pharmacologist made available biological
data. on certain drugs that were used. An electrical engineer,
physiologist,anesthesiologist, and animal technicians. all assisted
in testing the equipment during development. ..

The design that was finally completed included several new aspects,
including the mechanical design of a special pump, and development
of a maohineso desigpedas to be readily adaptable to related types
of regulating problems. .
5. Oil_welldrilling

The following account, taken from a paper entitled "Trends in
Industrial Research" by Dr. Olyde Williams" of Battelle Memorial
Institute, exemplifies the team character of much of the research
done at the Institute:

In 1944-45, oil-well drillers in the Permian Basin oilfields
ofwest .Texas w~re having trouble ""th drill-pipe breakage,
New strings of drill pipe would twist off.far under the ground,
necessitating expensive "fis.hing" opera.tions. and, replace..
ment. Drill pipe was costly, and labor and material losses
were running into the millions. The American Association
pf.Oilwell Drilling Contractors came to Battelle with the
problem.

After review of all the known factors, our coordinating
committee. sent a metallurgical engineer to the Permian
Basin to examine broken drill pipe and talk to men in the
field. He began shipping specimens of damaged pipe to
Columbus, and in a few weeks metallurgists and metallog
raphers ",ere busy sectioning the specimens, and physicists
and experts in materials -engineering, aided by corrosion

16 Batte1IeTechnical Review, Battelle Memorial Institute, Oclumbusr Obto (August-Septemb'lir 1955).



The process of inquiry is. utilized at every hand by scientists and
engineers. The product of.this processis always technical knowledge,
whether it be stated explicitly as a fact about particular phenomena
or be utilized without explicit statement in the immediate work of
formulating andtcsting thc design of a particular product or process.
In either case the production of the knowledge is .the critical act.

For the purpose of this study the relevant research activityis defined
and evaluated in terms of the new technical knowledge. which it
produces. This approach requires some comment. By this test,
what is conventionally regarded as science is not differentiated from
invention, since the production of new knowledge is the common fea
ture in both.

This view of technical knowledge as a product in its own right, is
held by many persons engaged in the direction of industrial research

.activity. In a .recent address by Mr. E. 'D. Reeves, executive vice
president of Esso Research & Engineering 00., for example, he in
dicated that->

* * * the day is fast approaching when industrial research
will produce technology as an industrial product in its own
right. As this day approaches, industrial research will
become more' and more a separate industry creating an im
portant raw material under highly competitive business
conditions." -

Summary

In summary: In formulating the relation between the patent system
and the production of new technology it is appropriate to fasten
attention upon that feature of technical work that is common toall
of this activity, namely, the process of producing new knowledge as
such. With this ~pproach, it is not necessary to differentiate. between
basic and applied science, i. e., the work of prod.ucing the.lmowledge
and that of applying it to the design of particular things. For the
difference between basic and applied research resides in the ends-in
view that accompany the work of inquiry, not in the nature of the
work itself. The force of the formulation here adopted will become
apparent in the chapters that follow.

It. does not follow,of course, that the patent system itself may not·
suggest sharp and continuing differences between basic and applied
research. Indeed, the patent system tends to emphasize oulythe
immediate application of new knowledge, both in its requirements of
patentability and in its rewards, and not the long-range values that
one usually associates with basic research. To the extent that this
differentiation persists in the patent system, but increasingly. dis
appears in the actual conduct of research, however, it suggests a
widening between what the patent system seeks to do and what it
actually does. .

CHAPTER III. DIVISION OF LABOR AND INTERDEPENDENCE IN THE
PRODUCTION OF TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE' .

. In contrast to the one-man, lone wolf type of inquiry formally
contemplated by the patent laws, the operation of industrial, govern-

12 Ninth Annual Conference on the Administration of Research, Northwestern University Technological
Institute (sept. 9, 1955). Mr. Reeves is not only au important industrial research executive in b~ own
rlght;he,is also the president of the Industrial Research Institute, a national organization of directors of In
dustrial research Jaboratorles.
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nature. Equipment was designed to rneetthe necessary requirements
for measuring variation in the very low concentration of tritium in
various water samples. ._ -

The knowledge utilized here consisted of general background in
physical chemistry and necessary background knowledge given in two
published technical papers. One had' appeared 20 years before the
initiation of this work and had given estimates of basic design data for
large-scale tritium production. The second paper gave design data
formicroscale operation of the same kind. The occupations repre
sented in this experimental project included physical chemists, elec
trical-shop men for rewinding a. motor to desired specifications,
machinists for the design and fabrication of the machine, vendors of
plastics with special electrical properties, and vendors of required
mechanical components.
7. Hot-atom chemistry

This was a study on the hot-atom chemistry of the propylbromides,
'I'he problem here was to study the fate of the radioactive atom in
order to learn what kind of chemical reactions it. underwent between
high-and low-energy states. It was found that these atoms form
various compounds that were specified in the investigation. This
investigation required taking the compound, for example, propyl
broillide, and exposing it to a neutron flux. Under these conditions,
thepropylbromide picks np neutrons, becomes radioactive, and under-
goes various chemical reactions. .• .• '.' .

.. Theknowledge used in this work included the design and operation
of a cyclotron, high resolution distillation column technique, organic
chemistry, physical chemistry, and physics. The cyclotron had been
designed and built some 12-15 years .earlier, though modified many

'times since then by the cyclotron crew. The occupations represented
in this work included 'physical chemists, an electrical engineer and
technicians for cyclotron operation, organic chemists for designing the
distillation column, physicists, laboratory glassblowers, and a glass
blowing firm to build special equipment required for the work.
8, Aldohol.distillation

The problem here was to determine the effect of pressure on the
composition of a class of chemical mixtures called aziotropes. lnthis
investigation, it was determined that there was an optimum point in a
chemical process for securing maximum alcohol ill ·the product."

The knowledge utilized in this investigation included detailed
chemical engineering experience ill the petroleum-chemical side of the
petroleum industry,designknowledge ofisopropenol-water units,
general chemical engineering, design of special pressure distillation
~quipment,and technique for construction of this equipment.
B.,FloccUlating agents. .....,

The problem here was to develop flocculating agents for phosphate
slime. The materials. previously used as such agents were high-cost
synthetics, and the effort here was to develop a satisfactory starch
derivative. . •. . .

The knowledge utilized ill this work included a long background of
experimentation in starch derivatives, specialized work in colloid
chemistry, and general knowledgein organic chemistry.. The occupa
tions .represented in this work included physical chemists, technician
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In a finn producing transportation equipment the,' engineering
department responsible for research and development included the
following occupations:
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Skilled technicians; ..: ..: :.. ...: _

Tbe staff .of a large chemical industry laboratory included:
Phyaical chemiate . .Instrument designers
Organic chemists Machine shop personnel
Inorganic chemists Laboratory equipment designers. end .
Chemical engineers- constructors
Physicists , Librarians
Mathematicians Translators
Laboratory technioians, _"Buildingand other servic~pe,~~onnd: .

In on~of.the major laboratories .maintained by this last-nam~d finn,
the scientific personnel areorganized on a group basis. The eornPos\;
tion of tbese groups, however, is deliberately avanged so as to include
a diversity of personnel according to major technical competence.•' In
the opinion of the directors of the laboratory, this systematic inter,
mixing of scientists and engineers with diverse major skills has,the
effect of accelerating many research projects. Tbis results from'the
ability to bring to bear a diversity ofapproaohes to a givenproblerb.\
In this same laboratory an effort is made to rotate the pel'sollsnmoIlg
groups.. .' ••..

Industrial research laboratories frequently make it a practice to
retain staffs of consultants who visit periodically. These consultants
include university professors in fields related to the primlJ,rywork
of the laboratory. Usually, tbe consultants visit th~ laboratory,
conduct seminars. for the staff, and consult with individual staff
members. Industrial research directors regard this device, as all
important one for keepingtheil'. fi:roups abreast of new knowledge
developed in university laboratories, ~nd for gettingindeIlend~Ilt,
critical opnnons on the characterof their own work. . .....

'B.- GROUP WORK IN 'INDUSTRIAL. RESEARCH LABORATORIES

The assignment of a given project to a group of persons is a common
practice among industrial research laboratories. In one, large Iab
oratory wbicb the writer visited, almost every project under way was
being attacked by techniciansworking in groups. Typically, indus
trial research managershave been giving more and more emphasisto
methods for integrating this group activity\ Periodic meetingsand
seminars are employed, in' tbe effort to organize joint,. multi-sided
attacks on particular problems. One petroleum firm has proudly
called attention to the fact that one of its research groups includes

. geophysicists, electronics engineers, andmathematicians. .
Nor are these methods and policies of recent origin ..
Tbe director of the country's largest petroleum industry laboratory

has given the following account of group organization for research
activity in-his field, even prior to World War IJ;
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.knowledge, and carry out the embodiment of these ideas in the form
ofnewdesigns of things and processes." Itwas under these conditions,
prevalent at the close of the 18th century, that the American patent
system was first formulated. Under these conditions, it is under
st.andable that the category of "inventor" should have had real
meaning in terlUs of the process of the production of technical knowl
edge and its application to the design ofuseful things.

E.THE . PROBLEM FORMULATORS, "THEINXTIATORS, 'AND THE
INVESTIGATORS

Under modern conditions of inquiry, however, It is generally not the
investigator in a given laboratory who plays the role of an inventor
and, 'by himself, contributes the activity required to achieve the
experimental. result. ,Instead, scientists and engineers now perform
the creative roles of problem formulators, initiators, and investigators,
Indeed, the initiator often not only formulates a particular problem,
but also takes the lead in organizing the attack upou it." Nevertheless,
the necessary activity for the solution of the problem typically requires
theparticipatiou of various persons drawn from various occupations.
Under many modern 'conditioneof inquiry, in short, .it is unusual fora
single investigator or any other person to play such a part in the
conduct of inquiry as to justify singling him out as the sole person
responsiblefor the result. Rather, he is only one of several whose
individual activities were necessary for obtaining the final results in
the investigations described above. No single line of activity was
itself enough to produce the research result.

Granted this is not always the case. The conduct of creative work
continues to display variability, and there unquestionably still exist
many people doing creative technical work under conditions that
resemble the historical pattern of the solo inventor, The fact remains
that this is not the condition under which most scientists and engineers
work today; nor does it represent the trend of modern research.

Formal specification or designation of creative responsibility is an
ever-present problem in technical research. There is, for example, the '
matter of informal protocol that determines who is entitled to sign
a research report. Usages vary among institutions,fields, and depart
ments according to socially acceptable (though arbitrary) criteria for
designating responsibility. But the relation of such designation to
reality becomes more and more difficult. For,asthe sciences have
ramified, with all their detail of experimental technique, so has the
individual investigator tended to become more of a specialist. And
as this occurs, cooperation among persons and occupations in their

. efforts to attain results in inquiry becomes increasingly essential."
16 Ralph 'and Ohendos T~mPle; The Temple AueCdotes-I~venti6nand Discovery (Londo'n:Groom~

bridge & Sons, 1865); Bym;' The Progress of-Invention in the.tstb Century (New York: Munn& -00 .•
19dO); _ _ _ _ _' _ _ " .

17In many fields of science the-crucial task of problem formulation has become, to a considerable extent,
fL,groupactivlty. This is plainly ,Visiblein the formal and informal dtacusstonsthat occur during scientific
meetings, laboratory' bull sessions, lunch-hour talks and exchanges of notes With other investigators on
experimental problems.. "

lS,'Parallelingthese characteristics of inquIry era-the convennonetbet dtctaee whet names shalt appear
as authors of tectmtcer papers. Differences in occupationally. acceptable usages result in a varying corrc
apondence between anthorshlp designation and partdclpatkm.tn the work of investigation. For example,
tn some.Ieboretones the department head appears on pepers ase participating author as a matter of course.
Generally, the slgnators to a technical paper have indeed had a major hand in the work. It does not follow,
however, that others may not have played a part, sincelt Is not usual to record; except perhaps by a note of
thanks, the various persons who may have contributed necessary parts of the work. Authorship llstlngs
on teelmlcel papers, tn sbort, are not always good Indrcetors ofthe chereotertsttcs of 'techntoel inquIry de
fined in this obapter.

2-o609~58----:4



The persons who contributed their skills to solving this problem
included physicists, physical cbemists.ielectrical engineers, machine
shop workers, glass blowers, and vendors of electrical components.

After about a year of experimental work the.problem was solved.
A machine .was designed which performed according to desiredspeci
fications. This. machine was notable for the fact that it could be
produced at a cost of a few hundred dollars whereas other equipment
designed to yield .the same effect had required outlays of from $6,000
to $10,000. The result was therefore of considerable interest insofar
as it. made. possible substantial economies forinyestigators whose
work .required narefully •regulated. growth of microorganisms.
2. To determine experimentally the temperature distribution in a WQ1'!c

piece during metal cutting
The handling of .this problem required prior knowledge in the follow

ing fields: physics, for flow of heat, radiation, andelectrical properties;
knowledge of metallurgy and metal cutting; surface chemistry; and
mathematics. The occupations of the persons who contributed in
the course of this project included physicists specializing in heat flow,
a mechanical engineer who contributed to. the experimental design
and did preliminary calculations, and a mechanical engineer who
specialized in the. design and construction of apparatus: Thisproject
was also facilitated by a research scientist who had specializedin the
design of apparatus and instruments. .
3. Thedeveloprnent.oj an ultramicrotome

A microtome is an. instrument. used for making very. thin slices. of
things which can then be mounted for examination uuder the light
of the electron-microscope. A GOVernment laboratory. had developed
such an instrument for ultrathin sectioning basedonmounting the
specimen in a brass block. The brass block holding the specimen was
first cooled in dry ice and then was allowed to warm at room tempera
ture. As the block warmed, it expanded in size, thereby moving the
specimen at right angle to the cutting edge while sections Were cut.
Another laboratory decided to attempt the design ofa device which
would allow Jar controlled heating of a metal specimen holder by. a
wire coiled about it, Such an jnstrumentwas built and gave aeon"
trolled linear advance, allowing for very fine sectioning. ..

The knowledge involved in the execution of this project included:
instrumentation,physics, metallurgy, and insulation. The OCCl1pa"
tions of-the persons who contributed directly to the, solution of this
problem. included physicists, physical chemists, physiologists.ima-
chinists, and an electronics expert. .
4. Automatic reg'Mlatibn olblpod pressure

The problem here was todesign a machine to regulate blood pressure
by controlled infusion of a vasopressor drug. The main units required
for this machine included a blood-pressure measuring unit, an elec
tronic control unit, anda pump system. The purpose ofthis machine
was to carry out by automatic meansa function that had previously
been done manually. Also, the machine. WIlS to carry this out on a
continuous basis by means of feedback with .measured blood pressure
used to regulate the infusion of the drug into the blood stream.

The knowledge utilized for the development and design of this,
squipment included biological data, clinical procedures, automatic
control system design, alternative ways of blood-pressure meaaure-
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to encourage continuity of employment, and thereby continue to make
. available to the employer the growing body of scientific and technical

knowledge. . . ..
Compensation of technical and scientific employees on a piecework

basis:woUld beimpractieablaowing to t~e nature of the wor~ and
the difficulty of placing-a value on their output. It IS typically
difficult to predict the number of man-hours and money outlay
required to solve a given problem. Nor can formal budgeting systems
overcome the problems of predicting man-hour requirements that
stem from our limited knowledge of natural phenomena and ability
to control them. .
.. F.0rthe~e reasons and others, pay~ent to teohniciansand scientists
in IndustI'lal research laboratories iaalmost invariably on a salary
basis, It is true that in some laboratories a moderate payment is
madsfof filing patellt memorl1nda, but this is unlikely to be more
than a s~all fraction of the employee's a.nrual salary."

The level of incomes for scientists .and engineers in industrial re
search is relativelyhigh, averaging in the top 25 percent of the popula
tion.. , In a large industJ::iallaboratory, for example, the starting salary
for a chemist with a doctor of philosophy degree is $7,500 to $8,000.
Salaries for research chemists (excluding administrative employees)
range up to $15,000 or more,

R PATENT ACTIVITY AND SALARY LEVELS

III industrial-research laboratories technicians are paid for work done
whether their efforts yield successful results or not. Indeed, the larger
laboratories make a special point of sustained salary payments Over a
long period, irrespective of whether the individual produces patentable
results.•...,.. .
'. In some industrial laboratories annual bonuses are paid for outstand

ingvcontribution irrespective of whether they result in patents.
Indeed, bonus payments based upon patent output are deemed unwise
in some quarters.. The director of one large laboratory, for example,
objected to payments on this basis on the ground that a lSiven patent
able result emanates,not from a given individual, but from the overall
strength of the organization which, in turn, has developed through the

. work of many people Over many years. Accordingly, it is wrong, in
his view, to single out a particular person for special recognition in the
form of special payments. In this laboratory, instead, the manage
ment, policy is to. give recognition in the form of salary, rank, and
public honors after considering many factors, of which the production

.ofpatentable inventions is only one. It is true that in this laboratory,
money payments were, once. made on the basis of. patents filed or re
searchmemoranda written. The result was a restraint on the flow of
mformation ill the laboratory. Many employees preferred to keep
their findings secret until they could report them as whole units which
would attract the attention of the laboratory director and thus. result
in a special bonus income. This kind of activity, the director empha-

~A:'paYi:ri6D.fof$100 fClreaCh case, orthereabouts, _wbtildbef~lrlY .typlcal.



chemists, .electrical engineers, 'and. geologists, were evolving
a theory to account for the failures. Our teams of specialists
quickly determined that drill-pipe failure was due to cor
rosion fatigue, induced by the peculiar drilling conditions of
the area. ' , ,

With the cause of failure .determined, the problem was to
find a way to prevent it. Since corrosion-resistant pipe was
too costly, it was.necessary to find ways to reduce or prevent
corrosion and fatigue-crack formation without changing the
steel. A number of approaches were suggested. We set
chemists to work (,0 find chemical inhibitors and develop ,
plastic coatings for pipe interiors; nonferrous metallurgists
and electrochemista, to develop metal-plating processes;
meehanioal engineers .and physicists to, devise " operating
procedures to reduce stress concentration during drilling; and
electrical engineers and nondestructive inspection specialists
to develop field procedures for revealing fa tigue cracks before
failures.occur, .

In the laboratorywork,'our engineers and physicists found
that the operating lifetime of pipe specimens could be
increased from 10 to 100 times by reducing the bending
stresses. A practical field method for reducing bending
stresses was worked out by om mechanicalengineers, Our,
chemists and electrochemists, in, the meantime, found that
the additionof sodium chromate to the drilling fluid would
increase pipe life' as much as four times, snd that plastic
coatings and zinc plating would increase pipe life up to 150
times. Our ele.ctricalengineers carne up with visual. and
magnetic field methods for detection of fatigue cracks in
pipe before breakage, and om corrosion speeialists showecl'
that pipe life could be doubled by certain cleaning practices.

The final result of the study was a set of.drilling-practice
recommendations. These were made by Batt~lle WIthin 10
months after the project was initiated, They were adopted
by drilling contractors, and a little over a year after there
search started, drill-string failureceased to be a problem in
the Permian.Basin.

It is interesting to note that the research cost ,the drillers'
association $20,000, , Despite the fact thatmany specialists
were used, thetotal time charges of these men did not aggre
gate appreciably, By old-fashioned research methods, it is
doubtful that one man could have even foundthecause of
the trouble within a lifetime, let aloneprcvide a remedy.
Against. the $20,000 that the project cost the drillingcon
tractors, consider the economic benefits. Before the Battelle
drilling practices were put into effect, individual contractors
frequently lost as much, as $100,000 ()n a single .drill hole.
Gross annual losses ranintomillions. The entire research
costs were recovered by the contractors in less than, 1 week
ofnormal drilling; operation,

G. Tritium in water "
The problem of this investigation was the design and construction

of a pilot plant for the enrichment of the natural tritium content of
water. This was done as part of a larger investigation on tritium in
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reward) in dete~i~ing theactivity: of the firm in sponsoring industrial
research." This will be analyzed inchapter VII.

'Summary

In sum, scientists and engineers are now largely employees paid to
exercise their occupational skills, This payment is ,on a time, not a
unit of production, basis, and is substantially independent of patent

, taking." Much of the scientific work is done in nonprofit institutions,
and here it is carried on with virtually no accompanying patenting
activity.

OHAPTER V.THE OOST OF PRODUCING TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

The general condition of interdependence in research is also revealed
in the problems of determining the cost of producing technical knowl
edge in industrial firms and elsewhere. In universities and Govern
ment, laboratories, where the production of technical knowledge is
all end in itself, no attempt is made to assign a monetary value to
given research results. In industrial firms, however, the conduct
of the research is ancillary to the commercial exploitation of the
knowledge that is produced. Accordingly, the question arises: What
is the worth of given research? This in turn leads to the question:
What does it cost?

Owing to the necessarily,cooperative character of technical research
and the payment of technicians apart from any particular output,
the cost of carrying out technical research in industrial firms is
necessarily treated largely as an overhead cost."

For those in charge of industrial research, the problem of allocating
overhead costs stems from the pressure of, those in charge of general
management to control the industrial research staff and expenditures.
Thus, in their view, if the work on a project costs too much the project
should be stopped. Oostaccountants and industrial research man
agers have developed a range of proposals for keeping track of indus"
trial research, costs. These proposals involve methods, largely
arbitrary in nature for categorizing and allocating the various outlays
made inthe conduct oftechnical research activity. ,The cost account
ing proposals range from no track-keeping at all of the activities of
individuals, to elaborate systems of controls." , ,

'Arbitrariness in estimating the cost ofproduction of new knowledge
extends to the problem of evaluating the worth of patents. Clearly,
there are alternative possible ways of assigning money value to, a
patent. These include estimates of the production cost of particular
knowledge: income from the exclusive use of patented knowledge;
valuation of a patent on the basis of Patent Office fees paid, plus
speci"l fees such as bonuses to the contributing technicians; estimates
of the market worth of given patents if offered for sale; and finally,

23 It has been suggested to thfs writer 'that the' holding of patents may have some 'prestIge effect among
technical men. ,.'In this writer's experience there is no mdtoeuon.or the weight of this factor, if any.

26" Overhead" refers to a relationship between the input and output of a gtveu production unit or firm.
ThUS, the salary of an accountant is a direct cost in an accounting firm but an overhead cost when the pay
ment for accounting is mada.bya machine shop. An "overhead" relattonahfp exists when a given output
does not vary wtth or is not clearly traceable to the input.

27Se~.forexample). the discussion in 'Ocst Budgeting and Economics of Industrlal Research; Proceedings
of the ldrst Annual Conrerence of Industrial Research, at 224 (New York: Kings Crown Press, Columbia
trntvetsttv, 1951);also Morrls,The Philosophy of Research Budgeting and Cost Contrq!, in Coordination,
Control, and FinancIng of Industrial Research, at 186ff., 1fi3 if., and 221-228(New York: Kings Crown Press,
Columbia UniversltY,1955)j Taylor, Control of Research Costs, The Accountant, at 272-273 (AprIl 1956).



assistants, suppliers of chemical equipment, and machine-shop men
who constructed equipment to the design of the technician assistants.
10. Thyroid gland . ,

This was an investigation of the thyroid gland and iodine economy
of the human body.. The experimental work involved a problem in the
use of tracers, which included problems in experimental control,
experimental techniques,aswell as problems of warranted inference
from the observations that were made. '.'.• '

The occupations of persons who contributed to this experiment
included the endocrinologist, who was the principal investigatoria
mathematician and a mathematical statistician brought in to counsel
on the design ofexperinIents and onproblems of warranted inference
from the experimental data; laboratory technicians, who assisted, ill
conducting the experiments i and statistical computers used to handle
the resulting data, A group of human volunteers' made themselves
available for experimental observations under hospital dietary control.

* * * * * *
In each of these 10 foregoing cases, 1 or 2 persons were primarily

responsible for initiating the project and Were formally responsible
for the work. In each eas~"however,itwasnecessary, for the exeeu
tion of the work, to bring to bear the knowledge and the skills of a
variety of persons. Under these conditions, the creative w-ork of
designing experiments, evaluating results, consideririg.fhemeritaof
alternative methods, and the like, takes on a cooperative character.

The episodes described above are not unique. On the contrary, it is
commonplace for persons other than the. principalinves£igators to
contribute significant knowledge or intuitive perception to theconduct
of particular investigations, During the course of research work, one
typically does not even attempt to record the detailed nature of
contributions from various persons. In one case described to this
writer, a principal investigator on Ii research project found that he
and his colleague could not. even identify the Person who had con
tributed one of the critical ideas in the work, owing to the fact that.
continuous informal exchanges of ideas were a regular feature inthat
laboratory.

Indeed, .the enumeration of occupations that participated in the'
projects described above is an understatement of the variety of
persons who contributed necessary activity for the execution of the
work. For each of these projects involved, not ouly the efforts of
individual researchers, but also the use of considerable laboratory
equipment. This equipment was, in turn, the embodiment of a wide
variety of technical. knowledge, both of scientific predecessoreand of
contemporaries. The collaborative nature of.fhose responsiblefor
the equipment used is underlined by the fact that.in som~ laboratories
special attention is given to equipment sections whose operations
make possible rapid attack on problems.

D. THE MEANING OF "INVENTION"

These exemplary cases ef the organization and execution of par
ticular inquiries have direct bearing on the meaning of "inventor."
It may have once .been the case that single persons, operatingaub
stantially .by themselves, wereable to formulate ideas, produce-new



the primaryinvesting in a given product li-re. Inthis respect the hojd-.
ing of patents can bean instrumental device in the competitive
struggle...· .. -.

The managements interviewed in the course of this investigation
reported uniformly that the major factor iu the operation of their
research laboratories and in research decisions has been the extent to
which new knowledge gave advantages to their own firm, not the
e..xten.t.to.whic.hit resulted .in. income fro.m patentl.icenses. Inde.. edife~s from the latter accounted for not more than 10 percent of annua
outlays for industrialresearcb." . , . ...... ..

While the opportunity to obtain patents does not appear to have a
controlling effect upon the intensity of industrial research activity, it.
can .significantly affect its timing and location. Research on indus
trial machinery, for example, is typically carried out by the users or.

-by the conventional vendors of such equipment.
Finally, patents are widely nsed as instrumental devices in compe

tition.among firms, Aspects of this use of patents have been recorded
inconrt records, in the hearings and reports of various governmental
bodies, and in other studies of the patent system."

It should be emphasized, however, that the patent is only one of
many devices and techniques that have been used in interfirm
competition." .
5. Industrial research and the promotion oj science and technology .

There can be no doubt that many of the results emerging from in
dustrial.research laboratories are relevant to the promotion of science
and the useful arts. It is nevertheless the case that the advancement
of knowledge as an end in itself is not an objectiveof industrialresearch
activity. Possibilities for industrial firms to facilitate the promotion
of science and technology by the expenditure of large resources have
existed for a long time. The scale of present industrial research out
lays and their growth is traceable not to the search for knowledge in

.' itself '. but. to the fact that the production of new technical knowl.edg.. e.,
has become an increasingly important competitive weapon in the
struggle forposition in industry. _ ..

"/J:Research facilities as assets
Owing to the critical role played by industrial research organiza

tions in. inteclirmcompetition, the vety existence of such research
organizations becomes an important factor in determining the relative
standing offirms. Industrial firms now need engineers and scientists
toserve as a reservoir of knowledge for directing the development of
new products and new production methods, As a result, the very

. possession of the industrial research laboratory means possession of
the means for producing newknowledge that feeds into product and
process development technique. It should be noted "hat these values
ill an industrial research facility exist quite independently of whether

I&It fs true thst somenrme m'ak:ea specialty or developingpatent rfghts and licensing them at feeswbteh,
in the: aggregate, area substantial portionorme nrm's total Iricoma, This practice,however,was not found

. emong the largeIndustrial researchestablishmentsexamined duringthis inquiry. and does not appear to
·-'.'.-beprevalent. ,,"-'., '" " " '" .

SfSee, e.g., Vaughan, The United States Patent System (Norman: Universlty of Oklahoma Press, UI56),
{::.'w'hicll contains an excellent bibltcgraphy. - _ _ - _ -- .

. asBurns, The Decline of Competition (New York: McGraw"Hm Book 00., 1036).

-20609--':'5~~
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It is true that ourIanguagehaaretained words like inventor, but
its meaning is sustained by colloquial and formalusage, However
stable the language usage over many decades, there .has been, in con
trast, a marked evolution in the characteristics of science and its appli-.
cation to the technical arts. The conditions of technical creativity;
of inventing, have changed even though the term has not. . Today. the
production of technicalknowledge typically results from the inte
grated application of division of labor, at least in a great many of the
most importantfields,and not from isolated, individual:effort.

Summary

In summary: Modern scientific and engineering research is increas
ingly characterized by the integrated application of the work of
various specialists. The resulting conditions of interdependence;in
inquiry render the concept of.the inventor obsolete toaco1lsiderable
extent, The functions once embodied in the solo inventors who
dominated the technical scene are now more often than not performed
by various persons working in a cooperative group effort. .To the
extent that this is true, the traditional patent system, with its emphasis
upon the protection. and reward of the inventor, necessarily becomes
less attuned to the purpose that it was set up to perform.

CHAPTER IV. PRODUCERS O~TECHNI()ALKNOWLE])GE·AND*~~I~
PAYMENT

One of the assumptions underlying the patent systemisthlLtthe
income obtained through itsspecial property rights is significantcarid
thereby sustains the patent holder in his creative endeavors.. ,.. Accord
ingly, .thc question is posed : What·a)'e the primarysources of com
pensation for the scientists and engineers. who mall thenetworkof
laboratories in industrialfirms, .inuniversities, ingovernment, and ill
private foundations ofvarious types?" '., ..' .

A century ago engineers, were substantially, self-employed. Such
people and mechanically skilled, self-employed: artisans, undoubtedly
comprised the largest number of inventors at that .time, While. they
certainly drew upon prior knowledge in the various sciences and arts,
these people did their creative work substantially as solo efforts. ,},ly
the middle of the 20th century, however, scientific.and technical, ere
ativeactivity has specialized into full.occupations that aremainly
manned by employees." . , ". . " •• ' ..

'I'oday, the scientific and engineering occupations areoverwhelm
ingly employed occupations, with only a, small proportion self
employed. For example, bY1930, only 4,3 percent of the total nUmli~r,
of engineers in the United States, were engaged ,as, independent
consulting engineers, that-is, as self-employed persons." '

A. SALARY"POLICY

Scientific and technical employees are paid for carryi~g~ut~(JIltss
of work particular, to-their occupation, not Ort thehasis ofoutput.
Salary policies fortechnical-research employees are designed prir)larily

19'rhe:rewardto the lnduetrdalemployer who lliresr.esoar~hper~mie~.is <;liscUilsed incJ:i~VI,belo'?f'-.-. '
20 Anderson and .Devtdson, .Occupattonal Trenda ln the umted.atatae, at ,615, .51(i,54~,,547(St3:nIllnl:-

Stanford University Press,1940). .. -
21 Id, at 550.



PART II. THE USE OF TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AS
PROPERTY

CHAPTER VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS

Whatare the implicationsfromthe business and competitive stand
poiJlt of a firm taking out patents? To answer this, one must first
examine the extent of patenting activity and ascertain whether it. has
kept paye with the expansion of business-sponsored research and
development. Secondly, the use of patents as a weapon ininterfirm
competition will bereviewed, Finally to be examined is the question
whether. extensive patent holdings are a necessary condition for
successful competition among firms;

A.'PATENT AC'rIVITYAND BUSINESS';'SP~ONSOREDRESEARCH

. ..

Among persons who are active in the patent field, there issub
stantial agreement that the opportunity to obtain patents has been a
potent incentive for research outlays by industrial firms.. If this
assumption is valid, it supports the contention that patenting is an
important factor in industrial. research. But do the facts support the
assertion? One. way to find out is to examine the relation between
plltenting and research activities. The relation between research and
patent activity can be approached in two ways, to>wit,in aggregate
terms and through the detailed records of particular firms .

. For the .period 1941-54 there are reliable estimates of the total
number of research scientists arid engineers in the United States.
These data can be compared with .the number of patents granted on
inventions by the Patent Office. The data of table 1 show a dramatic
growth in the number of scientists and engineers from 87,000 in 1941
to 194,000 in 1954, an increase of 120 percent. During the same
period the number of patents issued sbows a marked fall. Even if
allowance is made for administrative problems of the Patent Office
and other factors, the larger picture that emerges is plain enough.
There has been no growth in the number of patents taken on ;nven"
tionsthat matches the increased number of scientists and engineers
in ·the industrial and other research laboratories in the country."

InOne may properly ask whether it takes more manpower and costs more to make a-given invention today
than it used to? The data available here do not give a direct answer to thls question. The several tables
shown in this chapter do show, however, that the differences in rates of development between technical
employment (and budgets) and patenting are large, both in the long run (1900-1954) and during shorter
.perlods(1941-E4, 1950-55, 1940-55, and 1942-54). It seems unlikely that changes in the state and circum
stances of science and production technology during these shorter periods have been sufficiently great to
explain the lag In patenting activity shown by these statistic.s. The writer is advised that the-e is no indio
cation of any steady upgrading, over the decades, in the Patent Officestandardsof invention which would
account for tbe reduction in patenting-at least to an extent beyond that which would balance the Increased
competency (,f technicians. Wbitmore, What's Got Into the Office Lately? 2\l J.P.O.S. 869 (1947);
of. Hearings heforethe Senate Subcommitteeon Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 84th ooas., 1st seee.,
nt}2-,95 (October 10-:-12,1955).

2T
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sized, did not make for the sort of teamwork needed in carrying out
research within a complicated technology." . ..•. • . .

A similar view was expressedin 1940 by Charles F. Kettering, in
charge of research for. General Motors, when he emphasized the.
importance of avoiding methods of compensation which would give an.
incentive to individuality in research performance at the expense of
"team play; 11 24 .

C. PAYMENTS :·TO CONSULTANTS',

The industrial research laboratories visited by this writer retain
consultants who are paid an annual retainer fee for advice and con
sultation on the conduct of research. Some laboratories also give
research grants to professors who function as their consultants. In
the view of one research director,it is. a good idea. to support the
professors in this way. Sometimes, he indicated, the answer to one
question from a consultantpays for many years of consultant. fees.
Nevertheless, the total outlay for such purposes is only a minor por
tion of most industrial-research budgets. Such retainers, like the
salaries paid regular employees, represent payments for the consult
ant's time, not payments for the production ofbits of knowledge,

n. PAYMENTS ~N UNIVERSITIES,FOU1'fD~.TIONS,':AN"]'>:O'l'H:t!]R

NONPROFIT INSTITUTIONS

In universities and other nonprofit institutiohs,rewards to scien
tists, and engineers engaged in research activity typically are unre
lated to patents. R"ther,paymenttakes the form. of an annual
salary which is substantially independent of the productionof pare
tioular technical knowledge, Indeed, substantial work in science is
done by persons who receive no income at all, namely, graduate stu
dents working toward advanced degrees. These not only produce
new knowledge but do so at a time when they may actually bepay-.
ing fees for the privilege of. working. under the supervision of. the
faculty and utilizing thefaciJ.ities of.auniversity,

E; PATENTS AS A SOURCEOFINCO"¥E FOR,SCIENTISTS

The 17-year exclusive rights given to an inventor by a patent may
very well have been, at one time, a principal source of income to the
inventor. Undercurrent conditions, however, theprimary income of
scientists and engineers comes in the form of a salary that is inde
pendent of the worth of the particular knowledge .that is produced,
whether patented or not. Accordingly, the patent rights tend to he
separate from payment to scientists. Tobe sure, the taking of patents
does have a role in the businesapractices of industrial firms and it
remains .to he seen whether patenting is a necessary condition (as a
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TABLE 2.-'-The nuniber of patents (Jranted lor. inventions in relation'to the'growth-of
engineers,: and.scientists

(1) I (2) (3) (4) (5)

Index of
Index of Index of relative

Scientists 'I growth of Patents growth of growthor
nnd scientists grantedfor patents patenting In

engineers I <illd inventions 2 grantedfor relationto \
engineers inventions scientists and

engtneera col.
[(4) -s-eol. (2) X

100]

~~~8:.::::::::::::::::::::::~::::: 42,000
.

100 24.660 100 100
,86.000 220 35,168 142 65

1920. ~ __._ u_ u_ u __,_______ ~_____ 135.000 320 37,164 150 47
1930.,____u ___ u _U" _. ____ u ___ ._ 2'Xl.OOO 540 45.243 183 34
1940. 'p ."_n___ u __ • __ u_ u_ n __ .n 310,000 740 42.333 171 23
1950~ ~'~ ~_ u ____ • no OM_ u_ ._u _ •• 573.000 . 1,360 43.072 175 13, 1954~ ____n ______________________ 691,000 1,640 33,872 137 8

INational Science Foundation, Sclenttftc Personnel Resources, at 9 (1955).
aDepartment of Commerce; Historical Statistics of tbe United States,1789-1945, at 312 (1949); StatistIcal

Abstra(,1; oftbe United States,1955; at 505(1955).,

When one turns from the general to the specific and examines the
detailed data of the firms that w~re sampled f?r this investigat\onj
~he same picture IS presented, differmg only m degree. Detailed
statistics covering major .firms in the electronics, chemicals, trans
portation, and petroleum industries are presented in tables 3 to 6.

Table 3 shows the data for firm A during the period 1950~55. There
)"asa threefold increase in the number of scientists and engineers
engaged. in research and clevelopment,and the number of engineers
engaged in manufacturing (1. e., concerned with the design of produc
tionfacilities and related activity) increased in about the same
degree: During-this period there was also an increase in the number
o/patent applications,butin contrast to the almost fourfold increase
in.the number of engineers and scientists employed in research, these
increased by only two-thirds; inother words, at less than half th~
rate that research activity increased.-. . ..

··In.firm B (table 4) the available data show the development from
1940 to 1955. Although detailed and exact statistics were not
available, it appeared that the number ()fpatent applications on
inventions made during this period fluctuated between 300 and 350
each year.. During this same period, however, the number of
scientists and engineers in the laboratories increased by about 40
percent.. . •..•..

The data for firm Care more complete,insofar as they show both
tile patents issued for selected years and patent applications filed.
By both criteria, patenting activity showed a manifest decline over
tlIe period 1940-,55, while. the number of research. sci.eutists:ii;nd,
engineers in the firm increased about 50 percent; agam, showing
patent activity"increasing at less. than hal/ the rate. that research
.activity. increased; . .... .... _. ."0'.. .. ..... ..' .•.. ...•. . .•... > .

In. the case of firm D; the picture is different. Here, there was a
doubling in the total research and development staff from 1940 to
1955 which was accompanied by a proportionate, and in some years
even greater, increase in patent activity. The management of this
firmjncludes a large patent staff, with an elaborate file of patents,
both domestic and foreign, that relate to its sphere of activities. This
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estimates of the income that can be gained from licensing a given
patent." ..' .•.,. .: .' '.

Some corporations carry patents as only nominal assets, e"g;,$l.

Summary

In summary: Thereareno established and accepted ways of evaluat
ing the inoney worth of patents, either in terms of cost or, in .terms' of.'
market value. The cost aspect is of greatest interest here, The diffi
culty in evaluating the cost of producing a given patent stems from
the character of research. Where the activities of many persons must
be integrated as necessary conditions for the production of given
knowledge there 'are no 'known methods for obtaining. an objective
measure of the total worth of the inputs required to produce a given
result.

CHAPTER VI. DETERMINANTS OF THE PRODUCTION OF TECHNICAl,
KNOWLEDGE

, '

"I'he role of patents in relation to the promotion ofresearchmaybe
clarified by, looking at them in another perspective. What are the
decisive factors that determine how, and to what extent, manpower
and other resources shall be applied to scientific and technical inquiry?
For this discussion two different areas of research activity must be
separately examined, to wit, by nonprofit institutions and by industrial
firms. . .

A;',RESEARCH BY- 'NONPROFIT· INE)'l'lrUTIONS

In1lIliversities and other nonprofit laboratories,illost Scientific
work is carried out for its own sake. Additions to.knowledgeabout
natural phenomena are ~egardedas ep,ds. in themselves and the.iJi
expressionIs normally aohievedfhrcugh the free publicationof. the
results of inquiry. In the univsrsities.i.thecontrol over ,the kindof
work to be done and the selection of problems to be attacked, rests
primarily in the hands of the responsibleinvestigato~s,subject,of
course, to the general limitations applicable to the particular .institu
tion or department. Underthesecqnditiqns the pace of work-Is
substantially controlled by the resources available-for .staff and sup
porting equipment, buildings and the like; and, ofcourse,the.sl<:ill
and enthusiasm of the research personnel. ' '.. >

To scientists and technicians operating in nonprofitInstitutions,
in other words, the main. end-in-view in doin&, the work is the work
itself. No ulterior [ustifieationis required to Justifytheappromiate.
ness. of particular inquiry. . '" ..• .'

Thesuccessfulsolviug of important scientific problems, of-course,
has important occupational effects,e. g., in establishing the relative
status of the individual investigatorsybut it does. not havo much
bearing, in and of itself, upon. the question whether thepertioular line
of research is deemed.more orless important thansomeother line,

B.RESEARCH, BY·IN'DTJS'l'~,;A~.JjI~'~MS .. , ". '.' _",'

In industrial firms a variety of channels may be followed ill deciding
how much research will be done and in what fields.. 'I'here appears

n For recent discussion of theproblems involved In assessing the monetary worthor patents, see Rmiy'
PatentA~tEValuation, 37 J. P. O. B. 371(1955). . .
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TAE:LE'6.~Firrk D~Patenting, -and emplqyment'inresea'rcAanddevelo'pmeni

""" .
i9~O__,~~__ ~ _~'~ _~ ~'m_~ n " m~_n ~ __~~ " ~. u~ ~ " ~_. _~_ _ 1,301 132

:1945_~ _h . n __- •. ~ n. u" • . ' __ n n d .n _ _ 1,_ 990 ·228
1950_~.'__~ __c ~~ ~ ~ '_',n " _~ __ n n _._~ ~ n __ ' .,~~_ _ 1, 860 359
1955__'n'" _~~.,__'::' _~_., n_., ~_., __ " ~., __ .,.,.,., .~ h_ un., __ .,.u. • ., _.u., 2, 528 2.47

N61'~.~The trlglnal databave b~en altered by a constant factor to avoiddisclosure ofsource.

y,,,,
~

Total re
search and

development
staff

Patents
Issued

.. In these tables relating to patent activity and research personnel,
the data reflect the .employment of the professional scientific staff.
They do not take into consideration the outlays in plant and equip
ment that accompany the employment .of larger scientific staffs. A
body of data are available for firm E which show, for 1941-54, both
total research expense and the number of patents granted. The data
have been cast in the. form of index numbers as shown in figure l.
The outlays for.1941 are taken as the base period. During the period
revieweq the nu,-?"ber of employees in research and development doubled
and. major additions were made. to the plant and Its equipment,
Total research expenses show sustained increase until; by 1954, they
were nearly five times the prewar level. Yet, over the same period
We number of patents granted, while fluctuating somewhat .from
year to year, never exceeded by more than 60 percent the number
granted in 1941.sa

Altogether,the data for these particular firms inilicatethat major
expansions have beeIi undertaken in research activity in order to meet
business requirements. The same cannot be said of the intensity of
patenting.. Apparently, the research requirements of these firms.have
been satisfactorily met. without a proportional increase in patenting.
Such net results are hardly to be expected if, as is sometimes suggested,
patenting is .the primary or even a major incentive in determining
industrial research outlays. On the contrary,tbe data here indicate
th",t, within tbe business structure here under study, patenting is not
necessarily closely related to industrial research activity.

(i"The"relatlve amount .oftimeof,iJidnstrlalres"earch management devoted to patent matters'provldea
no conclusive indication, although it has some bearing upon the importance' attached to patenting by
industrial research managements. The sampling of firms made tn the course of this investigation indicates
that, on the average, the amount of time devoted by research directors to supervision of patent affairs varies
substantially among firms, from less than 5 percent to about 25percent of their working hours. This varia"
non seems to be in direct relation to the total number of patents taken and the importance assigned to

, patenung in company polley.
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Ii. Variation im-researcb. activity among countries
Most industrial countries possess patent systems. If the operation .

of a patent system were the controlling factor in determining the
outlay for industrial research, we should expect to find substantial
similarity in research activity among fully mdustrialized countries.
That, however, is not the case as an examination of comparable data
for England and the United States shows. Thus, in 1951 a sample
study of 278 industrial firms: in England. disclosed that research
and development outlays amounted to 1.49 percent. of. net sales;
whereas, in the United States (1,934 firms), the ratio was 2 percent
during the same period." . .:. . .:.... ....

Another way. of viewing relative outlays for technical research is the
number of engineers and scientists. In Englandin 1951 there were3.7
engineers and scientists per thousand of the population. For 1954,
the United States figure was 5.2. Thus, assuming no major change
from 1951 to 1954,the number of such persons per thousand ofthe
population was 40 percent greater in the United. States than .in
Great Britain." More recent investigations of United .States and
British research activity disclose similar patterns." .'

The manifestly"larger relative outlay for scientific and engineering
work in the United States as against Great Britaindoes not appear
to be reasonably attributable to patents since both countriespossess
a patent system. It would seem, in short, that the operation of a,
patent system could not have been a controlling factor in determining
.industrial research actiyity."
4: •The patent as aninstrument'ofcompetition

From 1941 to 195.4 there was a greater than twofold expansioninthe
number of research scientists and engineers in the United States;
During the same period the number of patents" annually. granted
actually declined. Even if allowance is made for the fact ofdelays
in the Patent Office, there is no escaping the fact that patent activity
has not increased to. the same extent as has the intensity of research.
activity, This suggests to this. writer that patent-taking does not
in. itself appear to be a crucial factor in the operation of Industcial
research facilities." .: .. • .. .. .. ..

Although patents may not be a controlling factor in determiningthe
production of technical knowledge, they do appear to be a factor ill
determining investment decisions, at least according to information
on company policies given to the writer. The holding of partioular
patents,. for instance, may. determinewhich firm inan industrydoee

31 Federation of British Industries, Research and Development Iri Brttlsh Industry; at 10 (London:
1952),. Bureauof Labor _Statistics, Scientific Research and -- Development in Americau.fildustry.-:at26
(1953). - ,', - - "''-. -.,.' .• ,,',', -.',-'" ,'- ,"," ". ': .. ,'-'. - -

a3 National Science Foundation, ScientificPersonnel Resources (1955). General Registrar. Office,-Census
1951, Great Britain, One Percent Sample, Tables Part Iat 32-41, 42. (London: Her M~jesty's StatIonery
OffiCfl,.1952). '. i ,.' .. ". ...... , .._' . . .. '" .,

M Rudd, Expen.diture. on Scientific. Research and Technical Development .tu Brttetn and America.
(Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,' Intelligence DivJslon);presented at section Fo! the.
Brftfsh Association, September 4, 1956. '. _. . . . ..' . ". .: .' '

35 Rather, this difference can probably be accounted for in terms of some major differences in the opera
tion of the industr1alfirms of the respective countries, Perhaps the distinction lies in the'dr.am.ll.tICB.ll..Y
different' pressures on the managements of fudustrlal firms in the two countries. InEngland,untUarter
World War II the home markets lor industrial and consumer products were relatIvelystagnaritand
heavily cartellzed, while the Bmptremarkets were relatively protected areas. In tne-trntted.atetes-on
the ether hand, the managements of industrial firms have been competing (or position in a large, expand
log home market for both industrial and eonaumer gonda., See the analyses in Brady, Orisis in Britain
(Berkeley: University or Oalilornia .Press, 1950), especially chapters 1 and 13. The relative intensity
of reaearch activity among American industrial firms may be traceable to the growing.pattern whereby a
firm strives for.competitive advantage th;ough product and cost comrenuon. - "y' .•

Another factor that has a major effect on managamant's Indnstrtal researcboutlays 'is the pressure for
developing produettvlty-increasjng. production methods in Order to .counter the growth in the relative
cost of labor. See Melman, Dynamic Factors in Industrial Productivity (New York: John Wiley•.1956) ,
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There is another side to this functioning ofpatents. Insofar as one
firm may mark off a given area,competitive firms may be stimulated
to develop something new Or different. Accordingly, a substantial
part of the product development activity in many companies consists
of. researches directed to designing products and processes which
will enable the researcher to circumvent patents already held by other
firms. One industrial research director indicated that they keep an
active watch on the patents taken by other firms, in order to block or

'circumvent developments that may originate ;elsewhere.Tactics of
this type, .of course,' are ideally suited for large industrial organiza
tions, 'Only units of substantial size can marshal the arrays of di-

. versified tale~tnceded for this type ofinterfirm combat.
3. patents for trading and income purposes . '.

The use of patents as instruments for trading among firms ranges
from bargaining over single patents to intricate arrangements of a
broad cross-licensing character. Certain of the larger firms in .the
United States, for example, prefer to arrange, extensive cross-licensing
agreements with their counterparts in other countries. In this way,
as they see it, the patents of both are usable both ways and sub
stantiaLbenefits accrue to each party. Cross-licensing on a large scale
is also sometimes undertaken between firms in separate industries.
Thepraeticality of such arrangements stems' from the pervasive
relevance of given technical knowledge.. For example, new knowledge
brought to light in the laboratories of a chemical industry firm,
can be important to firms in the machinery, electrical goods, or tex
tile industries.

.Trading in patents also occurs on a single patent basis. This may
occur .even where firms are in a competitive position in the sense
that product lines and ,the underlying technical knowledge may over
lap. Where this occurs patent claims or areas of patent claims also
overlap. At such times a stock of patents ia regarded as a useful
resource for trading or bargaining among firms.

Trading or licensing may also be undertaken for the primary pur
pose 'of obtaining income. On the whole, however, it appears that
the major industrial firms have not developed their patent holdings
with the aim of securing major incomes from licensing. One leading
firm, for example, with research outlays of $25 million a year receives
an annual income from several hundred licensees that nevertheless
amounts to only.f.O to 15 percent of the annual research 'expense.
These licensefees tend, in some.cases.ito be merely nominal in amount.
The writer's industrial informants emphasized repeatedly that the
conduct of research, and the pursuit of patent holding, were primarily
designed to protect and expand the competitive position ofthe flrm-s
rather than to secure income from licensing fees."
4. Safeguarding returns on research investments

In the view of the research managers consulted the holding ,of
patents also serves the function of safeguarding the investment made
in research by means of the exclusive property rights vested in .the
patent holder for a period of 17 years. They urged repeatedly that
a shorter period of patent holding, say, 5 years, would be unsuitable
from, this standpoint. '

... On;"'''



patents are taken out or not. The operation of industrial research
facilities thus becomes, in itself, a form of insurancefor protecting or
adv~ncing the relative position of the firm in interfirm competition."

S1f,mmary

In summary: The discussion-in the preceding chapters has .indic
cated that the leading characteristic of the production of technical
knowledge under modern. conditions is the division of labor, and the.
necessary integration of work that must. accompany it. These mod
ern characteristics of the production of technical knowledge are re
fleeted in the manner of payment of engineers and scientists.. This is
primarily on a salary basis, that does not vary with output per unit.
of time; ..,

These features ofresearch activity are also reflected in the problems
of determining the cost of performing particular research activity;
Such.costs are usually overhead in .character, and therefore .are not
necessarily traceable to particular units of research output. 'I'his
overhead character of the industrial research cost structure stems
from the integrated character of much of the creative activity that. is...
involved....

Finally, it is noted that the factors influencing industrialresearch
activity are the changing circumstances of interfirm competition,
much more than the availability of patents. Likewise, the conduct
of research in universities and other nonbusiness groups .is largely.
independent of patent considerations, since in the nonbusiness labora
tories knowledge is produced for its own sake and. the search for knowl
edge .irrespective ot.its oommercial and industrial value, is a primary
criterion in selecting research projects.' • . ...• . .

Against this background of conditions surrounding moderntechnical
research, this inquiry now turns to an evaluation of such researchand
te9hnicalknowledge in terms of its use as property. This is the major
theme of part II. .'

.,
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,,~ ~ ~ They must have spent millions On the symposia
:theyconducted just to educate us and get us in the business.
.After all, patents give only the bare essentials," commented
the chief executive of another pioneer in the transistor field.
"They gave us the know-how in the many meetings they
conducted." "

This writer pursued this problem With. the managements of several
industrial research laboratories, The question asked was: "Would it
be possible to operate the .: * * * process with the information given
in the network of patents which cover this process?" The answers
were ','TN0" even in the cases where patent coverage, in the opinion of
competent persqns, was unusually comprehensive. Often, much
information of an unpatentable nature is required to operate satisfac
torily a given process or to produce a givenproduct, including,among
other things, detailed information accumulated in the operation of
pilot plants and .the initial periods of full-scale production. In the
case of new products, it includes the relevant experience accumulated
in the early period of production, during which many minor modifica
tions may be made in the design or in the production process. The
accumulation .of this know-how is as necessary for the economic
operation of a process, or production of a satisfactory product, as
is the information given in the patent. . .

. Such data are typically unpublished, and remain as confidential
information in. the hands of .the technicians and operating staffs of
manufacturing plants. They may be partially recorded in the form
of operating or manufacturing design specifications. In many firms
a sustained effort is made to retain exclusive access to such knowledge
and systematic security measures are applied, to prevent its dis
closure to outsiders"- measures that may prove quite effectual in
those instances where it is not possible to ascertain manufacturing
method details from the finished product itself. Owing to the im-

~.
p.o•..r....tant. I.'ole. of suc.hnonpatented knowledge, a patent license typically
includes as well the know-how on building and operating the necessary
plant facilities, and the cost of furnishing such information is included
in the license fee.

~::--':~USINESS' CRITERIA .APPLIED TOTHE,PRODUCTION QFTECHNICAL

KNOWLEDGE

Business management has been enlarging its outlays for research
and. development at the rate of about 10 percent a year, and has
thereby beenextending its sphere of managerial control into the. area
of the production of new knowledge. By 1952, the total na tional
expenditure for scientific and engineering research amounted to $3.75
billions, of which $2.5 billions was for work in private industrial estab
lishments:"

For business as a whole the significance of this expansion lies in the
fact that the criteria of the business process are thereby applied to the
4~Ne~YorkTlmes,January,2fi,1956;:, " "

,46 The fences, guards, identification badges, and security checks that aurrcund Industrlaf Ieboratorles
are, evidence of these security' .meaaures.

,1,1 U; S. Bureau of Labor StatIstics, geientdflo Research- and Development In Amerlcan Industry, at 1
(1953). Current est1mates place the nguresee more than $5 bilUon, of which aIm.ostso percent comes from
Government and most of the remainder from industry itself,with a minor contribution (in dollars) em
auating from universities and foundations .. New York Times, J(lIluary 2,'1957,at 49.
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TA.BLE l.~The number oj patents' granted jar invention8:in relation to the gro.wth
of research scientists, and engineers

. .

. .
Index of

I·
Index of

Research growth or Petents growth or
.:'

ecientists and research granter! for patents>
engineers 1 scientists and inventions ? ~~gQ~~.. engineers

11141~~~_un_n__n_n_ d~W_~__nn _____ nn~n_ 87,000, 100 4(184 100
1~7~_~ _~___~_ ~_~~,_ nw~n~-:7__c ~~c~,_~~C-:--_: -~n_ 125,000 '" 20, HI} "1ll15~n ~_:___:---n~-;- __ -~,c ~n_ ~_Cu, u ____ _: __ ~___ 194,000 • 220 33,872 82

1Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense (Research end Development), TbeGrowthjJf
Scientific Research and Development, at 12·(1953). '

~ Department of Commerce, Historical' Statistics of theUnlted States, ~78~11l45, et 312 (UI49); Statlstic81
Abstract of the United States; 1954,'at520 (1954);Id., 1955,at 505(11155).

Even more striking is the lag that appears when one examines tech
nological effort generally. Activity in patenting as compared with
changein the total number of scientists and engineers, not just those,
engaged in research and development work, is shown. by table. Z• • .As
this table shows, from 1900 to 1954 there occurred a massive oxpan-'
simi in the number of scientists and engineers .from 4Z,OOO to 691,000,
an increase of 1,600 percent. In contrast, over this same period the
largest increase shown in any given year in the number of patents
granted was only 83 percent overthenumber granted in 1900andi!1
most years the increase was even smaller than this.. The relationship
between the growth of the number of scientists and engineers and the .
number of patents granted is reflected in the fifth column of tableZ,
by dividing the index of patent growth by the index showing the
growth in scientists and engineers. The data show a steady and per
sistent decline from 1900 to date in patenting as compared to overall
scientific and engineering employment; In other words, activity in
taking out patents bas lagged increasingly behind the total activity
in science and engineering, as indicated in the growth of the total
population of scientists and engineers, until today it is lesstha l1 one
t""thof what it would be had it kept pace."

~t It may be Suggested that-the growth in Government-contracted research work during recent years'may
involve the employment of tecbntcel men on work- that Is not conducive to 'patenting by the, contractor
firm, since the patents would be Govemment-ownedr Y'us would not, however ,exolain the decline shown
In table 2 which shows relative patenting activity since 1900,- Nor does it explain the sttuanon among the
lndlvldual firms, as shown in tables a-to 6 nndin figure 1. . Of the f1rm~, only one Is very active tnGoveni
ment-contracred research and development and the datafor this fum have been adjusted to exclude the.Oo:",'
ernment-eontreet research staff, ' ,
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Summary

In summary: On the basis of the evidence at hand it is clear that
substantial extension of researcb. under business control has been
carried out without parajIel expansion in the number of patents taken:
That is understandable since the determinants of industrial research
activity, as shown in chapter VI, are not dependent upon the availa
bility of the patenting privilege. At the same time the tactical use of
patents has continued as an important instrument in interfirm com
petition.Large firms, especially, have enjoyed advantages in their
utilization of the patent system. This tactical Use of patents as a
control over the use of knowledge has, been supplemented by manage
merit-operatedsecurity systems designed to restrict access to technical
knowledge. Finally, it is indicated that while patents do playa role
in interfirm competition, their aggressive manipulation has not been

, a necessary condition for business success, since firms which have
,pursued a "10", pressure" patent policy have also enjoyed such success.

CftAPTER VIII. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNIVERSITIES

The universities are the principal area for the production of science.
The role of the universities as mainsprings of science remainssub
stantially unaltered despite the growth of .specialized research founda
tions, and Government Iltboratories.Moreover, the universities are

"the crucial means for training new scientists and engineers.
, Since universities themselves, as well as individual faculty members,

may be the holders of patents, it is relevant to inquire as to the bear~

ingof such patent holding upon the progress of science. What has
been the direction of effect of patent holding upon the research and
teaching functions of the universities? , .

Many universities have established formal policies whereby the
control of patents by the university maybe so arranged as to yield an
income-both to ,the school and the faculty patenrholder.« Where
university 'administrations have pressed commercial exploitation of
patents stemming from the researches .of the faculty, this has been
done in an effort to obtain needed funds for the university's work.
From this standpoint, one might expect to find especial enthusiasm
for such use of patents among schools with limited budgets, among
departments working in fields that require unusually large funds for
apparatus a,nd the like, and in schools with less developed tra,ditions
of academic freedom and less concern for the traditional basicobjec
tives of higher education. Conversely, those institutions with the
opposite, oharacterietics ehould presumably be less interested and
active in obtaining patents and commerciallyexploiting them.

To check this, selected universities and departments in the latter
category were examined; institutions,inotberwords, that were
presumably in a, relatively strong position to withstand pressure for
thacommercielization of university research. SampleJaboratories
for study were sought on the following basis: Eltcb should be It unit
ofsome importance in its scientific field. It should be located at It
mitior university where the ,totltl budget and annual sums available
for-scientific work are appreciable, The laboratory should baan
integr~ part of the university and not a separated unit attached to ",

'1 Bee notou;Jn.trai
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is not sufficient to explain thedifl'erencein patenting activity, how
ever, since the same holds true for the other sampled firms. One clue
to the performance of firm D may be found in its policies as to what
constitutes appropriate material for patenting. Senior executives of
the industrial research facility indicated that an effort is made to
secure patent coverage in as much detail as is permissible within the
framework of patent practice, and not to limit oneself to key patents.
Indeed, the management of these laboratories advised this writer that
competent outsiders had characterized the firm's patent coverage .on
one process as the most elaborate, they had ever encountered. ' It is
also noteworthy th"ot in this firm, an employee is rewarded for patent
applications filed by receiving a specialbonus of $100 for each sUell
application attributable to bini. '

TABLE3.-FirinA~Patenting, and employm.e'l'/,toj-scientisls and eng{~'eer8;

Employment, of.8c~ent18.ts
and engineers

I T---

In resear,ch I rnmenu
and devel- Iaotnrtng

opment

Ap'pllcatlons
for:paten.ts,

. on'
inventions

-",'-

1950n_~' " ~" "n~' ~~ "__n_"_~.,~"~__~n'::~~~ _
1955__ ",_ n . ".__ "_.,, ~ _., ,_,,_: _. n ~ ' . __

554'
1,82? l~~'

NOTE.-The origIDaldata have been altered bya constant factor t?avoid dIsclcsrireo(source;

TABLE 4.-·:Firm B~Patenling',and:employm'ent;of scientists: and .erPJ~ne;erii in
researchand.development

!m~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~:~ ~~~~~~~~:~~~~I

Year
EinployillelltI of sclenttsts:
and engtneers

1,863
2,101
2;022
2,6~

Pi;\tEintappli~

cations on
inventions r

300:-350
3~350

--300:-350
3qo~M.o'.

NOTE.--:-:TheorIginal data have been altered by a.constent ractor to avoid dfsel sure of-source.

TABLE' 5.~Firm.·C~Palentin(J,andemploY,me'tit. of scientists.and"imginb,~r;l;';"
research .

Employment Patents PateJ:lt'~ppIi2
Yoar of scientists issued '~ationsfil,ed'

and engine-ers

212 I 222 /274HI40n__·___"_~v._~ __ ~_" ___~~vv~ ___ •___ "_~~_;'~".~. __ n._~. __.~. __ .~~

~~~~::::::::::::::::':::::::::::::::'~::: :::::::~::::::::::: ::::: -,-~,-"V-·"~258-
160 ·'2 212
171 ,193

1950~ __~ vv" ~."__"u_n _.~ :O:..v:.. ••u:..""___ ~___..~" .:.." ~,, _______ "~;. _'_ 802 196,\ ;165
1955.;m __"___ ~ _~__~v~~ "~_,~:~_~,~___," ~~v, ~~. __ ._v~mn _"___ ~~: 328 '89 19J

.
1956, IstqliaIter. 39.

NOTE.-The original data beve been a.ltered ,bYa constant factor to~void ~'tsbJ.cisti:reSrs?k~;
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.. TheinteJisityof patent-directed work has varied arnong.laboratories.
The departments that have been most patent conscious have been
held in poor esteem by graduate students. In these laboratories the

. d~partm"nt heads h l1ve attempted to direct the work of graduate
students alongconventional lines rather than to encouragenew de"
partures in basic research.. Thesis work for the fulfillment of advanced
degree requirements has been designed in part,to extend and protect
previous patents and pressure is put on graduate students to direct
their thesis work into those channels where patenting possibilities
exist. .' ..... . ... .'. ..' . .

Patent aspects play an important partin faculty attitudes. One
faculty member who had assigned his patents to an industrialfirm for
exploitation was subjected to severe criticism, and may well have
suffered thereby with respect to academic preferment. There have
also. beep conflictsamong faculty members on the issue of who was
entitled to be designated the inventorin particular patent applications.
One professor was censured by his colleagues for declaring that some
9f them were placing monetary considerations above the requirements
of scientific productiveness.. '. " . ". • .'

A tendency away from frontier research has led to a gradual decline
in.the quality of work done and of the students produced by the
departnients concerned:

(JaBeS. Individual patentemphasis by faculty and reeeardiere-s-is:
this university there has been littleoflicially sponsored pursuit of
patenting as a source ofincome for the university. Individual pro
fessors,. however, have obtamed patents on research conducted by
them, including projects in which graduate students have participated.

At' examinations upon dissertations produced by students toward
fulfillment of graduate degree requirements, the following has occurred
on some occasions: In response to questions by examiners, the student
has replied that hepreferred not to disclose the relevant information
since it was involved in a patent claim. Reaction to such events has
been mixed. Sometimes the examiner abandoned the line of inquiry;
At othertimes,one or more of the examiners present have insisted on
full answers to all relevant questions without regard to problems of
patent claims.•. ' . . .

How representative are these cases? In view of the small number
cited here, one might, of course, suggest that the situations disclosed
were unique and not characteristic of such institutions. It is signifi
cant, however, that, without naming names, the writer described the
cases here reported to a few knowledgeable colleagues in several uni
versities and invited their guesses as to the identity of the institutions
iIlvolved: Some 15 different schools were naniedas being the ones in
question. This suggests that, in the estimate of those familiar with
university practices, at least, the episodes are exemplary rather than
atypical. This conforms to impressions received by the writer on the
basis of partial information similar to that described above which has
been available to him with respect to many other laboratories in other
universities, although itwas not possible to pursue inquiry as to de
tailed conditions in these places. To besure,arather more extensive
examination of such practices than could be carried out by this writer
would be needed to establish the full facts of the case.

It remains to examine the implications of such conditions in universi
ties and their impact upon the progress.of science and the useful-arts.
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While the total numberof patents issued bas 1)01, kept.pace withthe
eXpansion of business-directed technical research, the tactical use of
patents in the interests of interfirm competition has been a sustained
feature of menagemsntpractios." , Patents have served 0) as guides
to areas of investment, (2) ,as markersfor research fields, (3) .as the
basis for trades among companies, (4) as d~vices to facilitatefinan,cilll
returns on research investments, and (5) as bases for fraternizi>tion,
with the nonindustrial-scientific and technical community, These
will be discussed in order.: '

1. fatentsas apuidetqu:,.eas'ofi'l).v~stmer!t, " ,,' '>", '.< ',.,'
In various ways, patent ownership plays an important' roiem

decisions on new plant investment, especially as that concerns invest
ment in new products. The holding of patents, backed by experienced'
legal staffs, is regarded as providing protection against infringement
suits by Other firms and thus assures greater "freedom, to use" particu
larknowledge. ' "

2. Patents as markers oj research fields
In conversations with managers of industrial research .

of patents as devices for fencing off research fields, was repeatedly
stressed. In order to serve this function, a blanketing operation is
called for whereby several dimensions of an area of research are staked
out through extensive patent coverage. '

.j3 See, for example, Vaughan, The United States-Patent System (Norman: TheUniversityofOklahoma.
Press,1956). ,-" " "" ,
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3. llestriction~ onpublicittion
Free publication of research results is an essential part of the process

. of .. inquiry, for it facilitates independent verification of findings.
When the search for patentable results is a guiding consideration,
strict secrecy concerning work in progress and limitations on publica
tion become necessary devices to. serve the patenting process."
Indeed, limitations on publication have become a standard aspect of
much research effort on business, military, and political problems.
Under modern conditions of great interdependence in the conduct of
inquiry, measures that curtail the flow of knowledge necessarily
hinder the promotion of science and technology.
4. Effects on students

The experience of students in patent-oriented laboratories tends to
beexactly contrary to the desirable training for developing good
sdentists.Their attention is in danger of being directed to defined
p-roblems of limited scope, instead of being encouraged to range freely
and imaginatively in the searoh for ways of pushing back the frontiers
of knowledge. The close direction of their work that is likely to
characterize research in which patents playa part,gives no experience
in the exercise of their own initiative in formulating problems and
designingInvestigations. Andfinally, the example of secretiveness
and' restriction on publication is no training for efficient participation
in the production of knowledge under conditions that require coopera
tion among investigators.

Taken as awholeandin the light of thefourfactors just discussed,
the practice of patenting in universities is important both for the
effects directly traceable to it, and as one aspect of the use of extra
science criteria to guide inquiry. In the judgment of this writer, the
weight of evidence indicates that, on balance; the use of such criteria
andthe practices that accompany them are damaging to the scientific
productiveness of the universities. The unique contribution that uui
versities can make inevitably suffers whenever knowledge as an end in
itself is replaced by other criteria and methods, nomatter how publicly
acceptable these latter might be and however useful they may be as
guides for nonuniversity institutions.

. Paralleling these weakening effects, there is the expansion of
research facilities and staffs at universities that may be owing to the
funds .derived from patent licensing, although! on the whole, uni
versityincome from this source has not been very great.53 Substantial
enlargement of staffs, buildings, and laboratory facilities has. un
doubtodly occurred at some universities as aresult of patent opera
tions..•. Can it be said'; however, that this enlargement in the scale
of research activity outweighs the •adv~rse qualitative effects of
managerialism and commercialism? The question. must remain
unanswered, in this paper at least.' This writer does not know Of any
~2It;is'true:thatthe act o'fpatentmg Itself represents a form of publication. '" It is a umited rorm ofpnbltce

tiOll,.howevcl', both as to the scope of what is reported and the timing of publication. Bee-ch.VII, above.
For the efficIent pursuit ofinquiry, the timing ofpublic disclosure ofknowledge is often vervtmportent end
delay In pubucenon may have seriously adverse effects in terms of the. overall contribution and when it
ooeursr vrne timelag in the patent field must be evaluated with this in mind. Patents take over 3 years
from date ofapplication beforethey issue, on the average, and it is possible to extend the time still further if
one is so disposed and uses a little ingenuity.. -Such a disposition sometimes exists, since delay is often to the
advantage of the patentee inasmuch as the patent runs for 17years from the date of issuance. Thus, since
"issuance" is a rorm orrmbncenon.focre is a built-in feature of the United States patent system which tends
to delay, and in that sense limit, publicatlon.
': e Palmar, Patents and Nonprofit Research; Btudy No.B, senate sutcommttteecn Patents, Trademarks,
end Copyrights of the Oommittee on the Judiciary, 85th (jong., 1st sess., at 59-61 (1957).
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One large firm put it this way in estimating the average time required
to move from the initiation of. anew technicalidea to the profitable
marketing of a product: Fundamental research normallyhas required
about 5 years, .followed by.a 2"year. period-of commercial. develop ..
ment which, in their experience.. is being reduced .by moreconcen
tratedeffort ; thereafter-the manufacturing department development
for a new product requires about 5 years; following these stages,an
indefinite number of years are required before the new plants begin
to yield a profit on the investment.. .' .

On the basis of these estimates, the time.required for getting a return
on the initial researchisnotlessthan12years, and may well-run the .
full 17 years or more. In these circumstances, the17~yearperiod.of
patent right may be quite inadequate from the standpoint of getting It
return on research investment, even if patents are taken late in the
development cycle. The fact is, however,that the 17-yearperiod is.
often significant, not necessarily as it applies to .a, single patent, but
rather as it applies to an accumulation of concurrent and successive
patents on a given product or process. When a basic patent is supple
mented by additional improvement patents, the practical effect may
be to extend the period of effective patent protection well beyond the
17 years, notwithstanding the expirationof the original patent: . .
5..Fmternieation 10th the 8cien#fic. cOm,mynity .

Once a bit ofknowledge has been embodied ina patent, industrial
research managers advised this writer that their scientists and.engi
neers can be free to discuss this knowledge, at least within the. limits
of the disclosure contained in the patent.

Industrial research managers place. great importance .upon the
ability of their staff to fraternize, .as they put it, with the general
scientific and technical community. This contemplates more than
just appearing at the meetings of.technical societies, for example, and
absorbing the knowledge set forth there, Rather, the position, of. the
staff is enhanced if members can appear and make affirmative COn"
tributions in the form of technical papers. Their ability to do this is
facilitated by the fact that patents have alreadybeen appliedfor,
thereby. staking out a property right in a given area of knowledge..

The significance of this type of. participation for the promotion of
science and technology will be discussed further in chapter IX, .:

C•. 'TECHNICAL. KNOWLEDGE WITHHELD:FROM RATEN,TING,-AND, ITS~·,··

SIGNIFICANCE·· .., ",

Restrictions on patentability sometimes limit .th~' information. relJ...
vant to a. given design or process that is embodied in the patent. In
other instances, however, managementeprefer to ..,withhold certain
knowledge from public vjew, inany form, ref'ardless of patelltabilit:y'
Included in this category is that considerable body of jtiformation
relating to production detail, referred to as •know-how. . .'. ••.'

An example of the problems posed by this practice is found in the
recent A, T.& T .-Western .Electricantitrust case.

Following the announcement of a consent decree which settled that
suit,certain licensees were interviewed by the New York-Times. It
reported their comments on the activity of A.T, & T. as follows:. .,. , . .. " .
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promising-their main research,..' interestsot changing 'their research.
fields in order to secure them. ,

President Dodds, of Princeton University, has called attention to
the, dangers of these developments in terms of their impact upon
universities and their responsibilities for basic research and the pro
duetion ofteohnical knowledge:

With the abundance of project research money currently
available, we are in danger of succumbing to a new disease
for which no antibiotic drug has been discovered; namely,
"projectitis." Projectitis is an unhappy addiction to limited
objectives, perhaps at the very moment at which the individ
ual should be broadening his own comprehension and deep
ening his knowledge of his discipline, with freedom for roving
speculation in an atmosphere unencumbered by the pressures
of problem-solving commitments to external agencies.

Concentration upon organized team projects which have
limited objectives and' are circumscribed by a production

"schedule may operate to deflect interest from truly basic
, scholarship which it 'is the duty of universities to carry on.
The universities must not fail in this broad function, for no
other agency in society will assume it if they do."

The trend 'toward Government-supported-and-directed research
in the universities has its counterpart in industry-supported research.
Indeed, so extensive have the various forms of industrial research
and engineering consulting at universities become,that it has received
the formal attention of the Federal Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Thus, the current Internal Revenue Code and regulations thereunder,
classify as taxable those activities on universitypremises which are of a
conventional applied research character and being carried out for
business purposes."

In summary: Pressuresforaggressive patenting start in universities
in the interest of securing additional funds for research and teaching.
However, the managerial characteristics of the directed research
efforts .that tend to flow, from this policy and are undertaken toward
this end, abridge the free pursuit of knowledge as an end in itself.
In turn, these methods tend to have a weakening effect upon the
functioning of universities as centers for scientific work. Thus, in
the-long run, pressures for patenting andsimiliar efforts, if sustained,
could exhaust the resources of the university that are essential for
the training of new investigators and the pursuit of knowledge as an
end in itself. .
I~Quoted in: Sponsored Resear~b Policy of Coliegesand Institutions, at 78<Wasbtngton, D~,C.: Amer-

'lean Oouncil on-Edncatlon, 1954).
67 The regulationreads as follows:

. ."For :the purpose of this section the term 'research" doesnot fnclude the acttvtttea of a typ'eor.dmarily
carriedout as an incident to commercialor Industrial.operation, forexample,the ordinarytesting or teepee
tiona! materials or products or the deSigning or construction of equipment, buildings, etc. The term
'fundamentalresearch' docsnot include research carried on forthe primarypurposeof commercial or Indus
trial application." Income tax regulationsNo. 118, Internal Revenue Oode, Federal Register, at p. 6147
(953).
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selection of research projects, as well as in deciding what is to be
published and the timing of publication." .. These aspects of technical
research areicloselytrelated to the central concern of this study,
namely, the promotion of science, and therefore will be treated m,
chapter IX, below.

E.CONTROL OF TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE ,AS A FACTOR OPERATING TO
'THEADVANTAGEiOF LARGE FI,RMS

, Only firmsofrelatively large size can afford the sustained outlays
involved in operating major research facilities. Moreover, only the
larger firms are able to undertake the kindsof many-sided research
into particular problems which yield an interlocking network of
patents covering a given subject matter. The advantage of this
latter is emphasized by the managers of industrial research who indi
cate that, from the standpoint of patent protection, what is most
valuable is a rounded development and the portfolio of patents that
pertains to it. But such patent coverage of a many-sided character is
possible only as a consequence of a major research effort and this can
be undertaken only by laboratories of size."

Given this situation, .the.forma1abil,ity to. apply for pat.e.ntrig,ht.s,
does not necessarily provide advantages to different-size firms in
direct proportion to their size. In other words, the small firm with
10 percent of the total patent coverage possessedby a competing large
firm with respect to a given process, may not have the equivalent of
10 Jlercent of the control over that process, but something consid
erably less. In the light of these considerations, the control of exten
sive research Iaboratorieshas come to be regarded as a critical business
asset in its ownright.s? .-

F.PATENT POLICIES AND SUCCESS IN BUSINESS COMPETITION

The evidence made available during the course of this investigation
disclosed that there is no necessary correspondence between aggressive
patent policies and success by business criteria. All of the firms whose
activities were examined for this investigation were firms of large size,
each eminently successful in its own field by every test of business
success. Yet there is substantial variation among them in the
importance attached to patent practice. Some firms use patents
extensively and do well. Others virtually disregard patent rights as
a, possible asset and competitive weapon and also do well. In, short,
while patents can be and are used as instruments. of business competi
tion, aggressive patenting policies do not appear to have been neces
sary conditions for the attainment of . business leadership, in. the
industries studied.

48 Ralph Bown, viae president in ehargeof the Bell Telephone Laboratories, wrote in the BellLaboratorles
Record, January19Ei4, "What we publish we decide in the interest of the Bell System as a whole." ThIs
statement is important, not ror tts novelty, but.tor its emphasis upon the:businessconslderatlons under
lying the policy dectstone-dn contrast to otherpossiblec.rtterte tor pUblicat.,ton" such as the, prom.totten of
science and the useful arts. :, ' ' ' '' " ,,' " ,','" ","

49 See note 11,supra, Also, see the discussion on Patents as Markers of Research Fields, sec. B {2)...supra.
6G Large firms have other types of advantage as well, in the production of technical knowledge. ill fields

where tnstrumentatror is important, forexample"there is a cnmulativeeffect from gatherIng, over the years,
spcclal types of measuring equipment, expertly designed and constructed;'. Suchan eccumuieuon of
material vastly facilitates many experimental operations...Thls type of advantage is unlquely possible for
the larger laboratories in a glven field.
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any event, they form a partof.the growing body of technical knowl
edge. That, however, does not detract from th~ inhibiting effect
that managerial methods of decision-making inevitably have upon
the conduct of research.

. When one stands onthe threshold of new knowledge there can be
no guidance forthe investigator from any received doctrine or direc
tive. What is required at this juncture is the free, uninhibited,
intelligent imagination of the investigator. These become the critical
elements in the work of problem formulation, experiment, and
inference by which new technical knowledge is produced.

To be sure, this may be less true, at least in some areas, with
respect to technical research of an applied character.. Here, the end
in view. as well. as methods can often. be specified without harm Or
hindrance to research performance or eud result.

-, But even here, such supervision may have the same wet-blanket
eff~ctthatit has upon basic research. One of the striking observations
consistently made to the writer in the course of this study involved
the variation in productivity among sectiolls of industrial research
laboratories. In each major laboratory visited, the research director
colllmented •that the less applied section of the laboratoryhad been
the most productive of new ideas and patents.. In one major labora
tory, for example, 70 percent of the ]:latent applications come regularly
from the section containing only 20 percent of the staff, Whoseproblems
were broadly defined, thereby leaving room for initiative on the part
oBheinvestigator.. .. ..... .• . .. .

Employees in industrial research laboratories cannot escape the
decision making of management in these matters' for the operation of
these laboratories is on a hierarchical basis, with the management
operating along business lines and being guided by business considera
tions .: This attitude ultimately seeps down to the research staff itself.
Thus, in one laboratory the management has specified to the scientists
and engineers that they may devote 10 percent of their employed time
to any problem they like, apart from the projects to which they are
assigned by the management. They have not taken advantage of this
opportunity.

B. CRITERIA FOR DECISIONS ON RESEARCH PROJECTS

. For industrial research managers, the centralcriteria for the selection
. of research projects are the requirements of the competitive position

of the firm. These considerations are controlling, however removed
the particular research area may seem to be from immediateapplica
tionto products or processes. Such calculations of business tactical
requirements, and the usages that surround them,': do not make a
scientist a better scientist.. Indeed, such criteria necessarily inhibit
the quality of free-wheeling imagination which is a necessary condition
for the broad pursuit ofscience. . .

The rewards for the conforming scientist include promotions, in
creases in salary, and public honors. A technician who fails to accord
with the management's requirements must necessarily suffer in these
re"]:lects, as long as he works within the framework of a business"
directed research laboratory.
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the university only through a. contractual •tie, . Its field of. science
should preferably be one not requiring unusually costly equipment, .
such as the large machines needed for some studies in. physics,'It
should be located ina large, well establisheduniversitywithlong tra
dition and reputation as a center of research in science and engineering;'
Finally, it should include persons of recognized status in their fields, .

A.' '$OME:CASE STUDIES

It was possible to obtain reliable accounts of the impact' of;'ctiv~"
patent policies from investigators in. three laboratories which met
these qualifications' ...• .... .•.. . . ." .' . . '.

Case L Profit-oriented J'esearcktkrough. collaboration 'Witkprivate .
firms.-This is a department in a university of recognized standing,
It is supported -primarily by patent royalti~s,Thestaffincludes men
who have achieved distinction in science, . '. . .'
. An industrial firm was assigned rights to exploit patents based On'

work done at the university by various staff members, .Income to the
university from the sale of products covered by these patents is used
in large part to support the (lperation of the laboratories" .

Scientists employed in these laboratories are repeatedly reminded
by the director thatthere ar~c~rtainlines of workinwbich theIabora
torieshave a special stake, owing to the development of patent rights
in these fields, The development of further patentable material is
urged as a necessary step for protecting ;and enhancing the financial
position of the department, .". .' '" ' ....

As one might expect under these conditions, a substantial part of
the work done is.oriented toward product developmsnt.. This results
from two factors: (1) Decisions (In the selection of problems are made
by those charged with carrying out these policies and not by the
investigators who do the work, and (2)the lines of researchstressed
by thesepolicymakcrs are of a type normally pushed by'private
firms in the given field with the object of developing patentable
products,. . .' .. ." ;." .'

As in industrialfirms,laborat(>ryemployees are required to signa
release assigning-all rights to patentable developments to the uni-:
versity. .' , ., . ..•

Some staff members keep close track of the earnings' record from'
patentable products originating from work at their laboratory; and
informal discussions ofthese matters and of the movements oisecu,,'
rities prices in the patent holding field, are. recurring features of
working hours, Graduate students. attached to these laboratories
alsohave become actively interested in these 'extraneousfeatur~s;

Owing to sustained pressure from the director.vthe climate..for
non-income-producing research is not especially favorable,and scien
tists in this laboratory who wish to devote their efforts in somepart
to such research informed me that they have felt that they must
resort to subterfuge, -,' •.. .' .• , .: . . .'.'.' ,;'

'Case 2. Patent-oriented. research among faculty ,and graduate stu
dents.-Inthese, university-located laboratories patent taking!>as
be~nactively pUJ:sued,Patentsar~usuallyassignedtoa sp~ciaL

unit for comm!3rC1alm~n~gement,Thebulk of the funds ob~am~d
from commercial exploitation has been-used to promote studIes;1l1
various fields of science and to finance laboratory construction and
equipment. '
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..vas possibleto determine the average elapsed time between the "pri
vate" publication of particular new knowledge, i. e., its circulation in
the internal, classified reports of the firm, and its "open" publication,
i. e., the receipt of papers for publication in various scientific and tech
nical journals. The research director in this Case estimated that for
a group of papers representing the. output during a recent year, a
period of 4 to 5 years elapsed between "private" and "open" publica
ti0n..60 .. Publication decisions Were arrived at in the following way:
D~afts of technical reports were circulated to various departments of
the firD." . If the director of It department found something of poton
tial.interest to him, he so indicated and the paper was withheld from
"open" publication. As a result, some things were published rather
quickly while others were not published for years, according to the
dictates.of c9nipany policy. . •

In this firm, even after It is concluded that publication is consistent
with the interest of a given department, the published papers often do
not include details of "know-how" which are essential for the utiliza
tion (in production) of the lmowledge given in the technical paper.
ThIs,is often true of papers appearing in the scientific journals,
whether of industrial or nonindustrial origin. In vnonindustrial
scientific circles, however, the gaps are easily filled, since such informa
tion,as a rule, is made freely available Onrequest by the investigator
concerned.. In any event, the unpublished technical details fre
quently comprise a body of knowledge that is conventionally known
among specialists ina field... .

. In the case of technicians in industrial research laboratories,the
situation is different. They are not free, as a rule, to divulge the
details of their experimental work. It is well.knowu,forexample,
that in. some scientific fields the employees of industrial firms appear
.at scientific and technical meetings primarily to take away with
them whatever they Can learn from the others, especially the uni

.versit;y people, and contribute little or nothing in return.
This view that "it is more blessed to receive than to give" is also

evidenced in other ways. The practices of industrial research labora
tories in obtaining knowledge, for example, are often in marked
contrast to their publication policies. In one of the laboratories
whose publication activities have been characterized above, a large
library receives regularly several hundred periodicals which it ab
stracts for the benefit of the concern but not for general publication.
This abstracting service has been operated because the existing
services do not cover all the fields of interest to the laboratory;
Furthermore, the abstracting service operated by the firm operates
more expeditiously than the standard abstracting services available
to all libraries, operating with a delay time of only 1 to 2 weeks in
contrast to the latter's delay time of about 2 months.

There is a clear contrast here between policy for the intake of
knowledge that justifies the buying of 6 to ? weeks of time, even at
considerable expense, as against the publication 'policy with its average
delay time of 4 to 5 years. One laboratory director indicated that,
"like a university," he "felt an obligation to put go.od science into the
technical journals." He indicated, however, that while publicati?n

6G Tbjs estimate of elapsed time between production of knowledge and "open" publication is all th.e more
signIficant when it is recognized that it is based on papers already published -and excludes from eonsfdera
tion papers that have never been presented for publication at all. Eventual Inclusion of these, when and
.if they are finally published, would consIderably extend the elapsed time.
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B..,' EMPHASIS. UPON . PATENTING'.· WEAKENS,.·THE: .UNIVERSITIES: AS
SCIENTIFIC- CENTERS

Insofar as concern with patenting spreads through the universities,
they become correspondingly less valuable as producers of newknowl
edge. This resultsfrom: (1) the tendency to select problemsfor re-.
search on the basis ofwhether they will lead to patentable inventions,
not whether they will add to the store of knowledge as an end in
itself; (2) the introduction of managerial decision making overin
vestigators; (3) restrictions on publication; and finally, (4) adverse
effects on the students themselves. These effects on the characteris
tics of university-located research are independent of the availabiliby
oflarger .budgets, bette, buildings, and more staff.
1•.Extraeeience criteria

It is possible to select problems for investigation with an eye to
business-military, or political criteria. Concededly, substantial social
importanceis often attached to such problems. Nevertheless, when
these, or any other particularized criteria, are madethe yardsticks for
inquiry, the appropriate scope for inquiry is thereby restricted In
other words, when the. scope of the problems is limited by the use of
particularized criteria, paths that might yield new knO\vledgea~e
closed off to the investigator. . ." ..' .....

In contrast, the search for technical knowledge as an end in itself
knows no such boundaries. When guided by this criterion, continu
ing inquiry leads to the unfolding of still further areas of knowledge.
This, in turn, opens the way for many detailed technological applica
tionsthat may have been completely unanticipated and unthought
of when the search started.
2. Managerial decision. ma'ki71g .

Many kinds of technical work can be carried out under managerial
forms of control. . This is especially so where the desired results can
be specified in detail.. and where the methods to be used are routine;
In the production of new-knowledge, however, such outside control
and orderly blueprinting of procedures rarely works. In the very
nature of the case, the results in the search for new knowledge cannot
be specified or ordered. Rather, these are likely to rest in the .intui
tive . judgment of the investigator himself, in tentative hypotheses
which he develops.and which, III turn, frequently require him. to devise
new .experimental methods in order to test their validity.

In the main, managerial forms of decision making can have no con
structive role in such a creative process; where the procedures that
yield II productive result cannot be specified in advance, or by persons
who are removed.fromthe work itself. (Seech.Tl.) They can only
inhibit. the. free. play of imagination and methods that are necessary.
here, and limit tlienumberofimaginative minds that may be applied
to the formulation and solution of problems. Once competent in
vestigators are reduced to the role of simply carrying out.a super
visor's orders, then there are fewer people whocan.follow thennagmac
tivebent that is necessary. in the genuine pursuit of new knowledge.

The net resultisalrnostbound to be a restriction on the output
of new knowledge.
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At nrstappearance, the attempt to answer this type of question
may seem to be somewhat speculative since, indeed, a patent system'
does exist .. Nevertheless,in this writer'sjudgment, enough is known
about the-impact of patenting to permit a useful answer to this
question. .

This chapter attempts to cope with this question under the following
headings: "What would be the effect On science if no patent rights
could be obtained upon technical knowledge"; by implication from
that; "What would be the effect on the engineering technologies";
'.'How would the scope of industrial research be affected"; "What are
the possible limitations likely to accrue from removing property rights
to technical knowledge?" .

EFFECT ON SCIENCE; ·TECHNOLOGY,AND ·RESEARCH-IN NONINDUSTRIAL
LABORATORIES

o The effect upon science and technology of making technical knowl
. edge generally and freely available, or vice versa, is determined
primarily by the conditions under which scientific research is carried

. out. .. . .
The production of new knowledge is carried out, primarily, in

nonprofit institutions where the problems of property rights in knowl
edge are of secondary importance. This is tbe case in the universities,
private foundations l and in many Government laboratories devoted
to researchin the sciences. In such institutions, the principal reasons
for carrying out research in the basic sciences would continue to
operate whether. there were a patent system or not. The present
sources of support for such work would, presumably, continue. The
necessary scientific personnel would continue to be available, in this
writer's judgment, provided salaries, social prestige, and other eon
ditions of work made these occupations reasonably attractive; There
already exists a tradition among scientists 'that the production of new
technical knowledge is a sufficient end in itself. Therefore, the ab-

o sence of opportunity for obtaining patents on this knowledge would
not adversely affect the primary occupational incentive of the great
mass of scientists for producing new knowledge..

In certain respects, the elimination of patents might actually facili
tate research. For example, university and other scientists would
be relieved of the pressure that now exists upon some of them to
produce patentable results and, as a eonsequence, would have more
freedom to work on problems of their choice. Furthermore, insofar
as opportunities for university scientists to obtain patents were
removed, the effellt would be to remove the pressures toward secrecy
that can result from emphasis upon patenting and which inevitably
dampen free communication. . .' . . '
, Secrecy in technical work has been a problem for research managers
in industrial firms, as well. Recently, Dr. Jules D. Porsche, manager
of the central research department, research division, Armour Co.,
delivered an address in which he indicated that- .

Characterietic of' the environment which has a markedly
dampening effect on the creative thoughtis secrecy. With
in a'company, a barrier to the communication of both infor
mation and Ideas can be a very serious obstacle to the effec-
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way of gaging the possible effect of larger numbers and greater facili
ties as a counterweight to acts that. dull the spirit of imaginative
inquiry. . .. _.' . . _.

In the estimate of this Writer, it is not likely that administrative
devices in the universities, designed to ameliorate the adverse effects
from patenting, would serve to alter the force of this analysis. FQr the
effects described above take their essential direction from the very
nature of the attempt to useknowledge as property.

It must be emphasized that the adverse effects noted above are
not the results explicitly sought by university administrations and
are independent of their formal patenting policies. Thus,an e",aIni
nation of formal policy statements for universities, including the
three wherein arose theeases cited above, gives no indicationofthe
type of effects which have been reviewed here." On the contrary,
the various university policy statements establish the broad' and
apparently worthy goals andpoJicies to be pursued in the.course.of
dealing With patents that grow out of university-located research.

Rather, the effects noted above, to the extent that they occur, have
occurred as impersonal, derived effects which come about because
faculty members have been pressed to produce income . for their
university (or for themselves) by' taking patents on the results of
their research, 'There is nothing to .indicate that the weakening
effects described here have been deliberately sought or preferred by
the persons concerned. Quite the contrary. The evidence shows
that the pursuit of patenting has been undertaken as a-means for
solving problems oflimited funds for scientific and engineering work'
at universities. The fact remains, however, that once the policy is
adopted, the forces described above which push in the direction-of
defeating the ultimate objectives of expanded and improved basic
research, begin to work. The incongruity between means and. ends
may well finally lead tOM effective distortion of the original, explicit,
and ordinarily worthy end-in-view. .

c. EMPHASIS ON PATENTING' IS ONLY- ONE. EXAMPLE OF PRESSURES
l1PON UNIVERSITIES. TO STRESSuAPP·LIED" RESEARCH

The pursuit of research in univ~rsities for purposes of patenti~gi~,
in fact, only one of a number of pressures currently put uponuniver-,
sities to. shift to applied research as against the production of knowl
edge for its own sake, Especially since the Second World War,
Government has been pushing universities to carry out. research
activities relating to its many engineering and development Probe
lems." It" is true that the universities themselves, pressed to finance
university budgets from limited resources, welcomed the availability
of these funds. Many of the university professors have been equally
r,eceptive,to such grants, even to the-extent, in some casesyofcom-

~4 A. M. Palmer has prepared several publtcationa on patent polfcles fn untversrtres foi:'the: National
Research ocuncn (Washington, D.O.). The most recent of these are: Nonprofit Research and. Patent
Organization (1955); and UniversIty Patent r'ouctes.end.r'recttces (1952); see also, Patents and Nonproftt
Research (1957), op. crt. supra, note 53.. , " ...•.. '....• :

51From 19U to 1955, untverstnes and other nonprofit institutIons Increased their annual expenditures
for research and development from $40 millIon to $420 million. Of this $380 million Increase, about $60
million came from the nonprofit tastttuttons themselves. The rest came mainly from Government. .See:
Department of Defense Officeof the secretary of Dejense (Research and Development), The Growth of
Scientific Research and Development at 10, 11 (1953); including 1963-55 data added by the publishing
agency; National SCience. F.oundB.tiO.n, Federal Funds torScience, pt. V. The Federal R.esearchand De,.
velopment Budget, Fmcal Years 1955, 1956, and 1957, at 3&-43 (1966). These data show runds from maJor
Federal egenctes to universities. .' . .
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The second-consideration suggested here was that research that
,would not benefit the firm would be abandoned, in the absence of a
patent, system. The fact is, however, that the only research now
caJ.'ried OIl must meet the test of benefiting the firm, either as new
product development orin the form of lower production costs. Would
such afirindiscontinueindustrial research activity if it could not
util~zeoneof the benefits that it presently receives, t? wit; the pow~rs
avaIlable through the patent system?' To say that It would, implies
tJ;atitwould abandon product.and process (cost) competition. This
is tantamount to saying that such firms would abandon their business
character,. sinceinterfirm competition for control of markets and for
differentialprofitmaking are essential parts of, the business process.
In this writer's opinion such a development is unlikely.

(3) Another firm visited by the writer replied as follows: (a) If
there were no patents, then publications from this laboratory would
be curtailed. (b) .Also, the scope of the work would be expanded.
(c) Research would be concentrated on things that could be kept
secretjfor.example.warious production details. The writer notes the
fpllowingwithrespect to the first point. Present publication policy
in this firm has been severely limited by the requirements of patenting
and by its policy of retaining control ofknowledge, insofar as possible,
in order to further the firm's exclusivity with respect to commercial
application. As a result, publication of technical results by research
ers in this firm typically occurs, if at all, several years after the find
ings have been made. Further, the patent claims made by this firm;
al,thoug,hCO,nstituting a form, of pUbli,'cation,', t:ypic,allJ: dono,t 4isclo,se
sufficient detail of the patented knowledge to make It usable in pro
duction bycompetitors. Here, as in many other firms, it was erne

, phasized to the, writer, the information disclosed in the patent often
d.oes'lJ.0t enable another person to operate a plant" since there is lack
ing that vast store of operating detail (know-how) which is as neces
sary for purposes of plant operation as the information disclosed in
patents.

(4)lJranother firm the opinion was that, in the absence of a patent
systemrthree things would happen: (a) There would be no opportu
nity to trade in patent rights with other firms. At the present time,
witha large stockpile of patents held, the firm has access to about
four times as many patents as they own by means of cross-licensing
agreements. Without patenting, it was said, the management would
.beoome secretive with respect to the work done in the laboratory and
would. tend to rely. primarily on the knowledge generated in its Own
research establishment: This, they felt, would mean getting along
with a restricted range of knowledge. (b) Also, withoutpatent pro
tection new findings could not be published and thereby the quality
of the laboratory staff would SUffer, since the firm, would be unable
to attract competent scientists if therewere no possibility for them
to improve their genoral professional s.tatus through free presenta
tionof papers in technical journals and at meetings of technical
societies. (0) In the absence of a patent system, the relative position
of the firm in its industry would be unchanged.

The foregoing comments suggest that one of the uniform reactions
to be expected from abrogation of the patent system, would bean
increasing resort to secrecy. Asseveral pointed out, however, secrecy
is often difficult,if not impossible, to maintain for any length of time.
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CHAPTER. IX. IMPLICATIONS. FOR THE PROGRESS. OF SCIENCE . AND
TECHNOLOGY ..

Th~ operation of a patent system .and active participntionrin
patenting by industrial managements have profound implications
for the progress of science and technology.• Two-thirds. of thetotal
national expenditures for research and development in science and
engineering are controlled by industrial managements." The pur
suit of patents, to, a varying but considerable extent, affects who
decides on research, the criteria for decision-making, and publica
tion policy. These are key aspects of the functioning of the, scien
tific and technical occupations.

In this analysis, particular attention is given to the effects of these
factors upon developments in the field of basic science, for the store
of broadly relevant knowledge that sterns from this type of research
provides the basis for subsequent extensive technological applica
tions. Apart from the tendencies iii universities discussed in chapter
VIII (whose full ramification is unknown), the university faculties
pursue inquiry without being influenced or deflected by patenting
criteria. To, the managers of industrial research laboratories, how
eyer, patenting considerations are important. Their activity is
therefore the focus of this chapter. .

A. 'WHO DECIDES, ON.RESEARCH?

In. one of the well-managed laboratories visited by this writer,
decisions on research projects are made. in the following manner.
Thc order ~o carry out. a project is. issued by amanagen;ent steering
committee III a short directive of a,fewparagraphs. 'This committee
originates some research projects ,within its elf.'. It also depends. on
initiative from the professional staff for proposingresearch .programs.
After the steering committee hasmade ,a decision the work is assigned
to a research man. In the words of the laboratory director, the
researcher decides on daily and weekly procedure, methods,and the
like. An effort is made within this framework to assign projects to
men who are themselves particularly interestedjn the subject matter,
as indicated, for example, by their research proposals.

A modified form of oontrol.:operates to retain internalized regula':
tion of research project selection. Thus,the investigators are told
that. they are free to select research projects, but are advised that,
in a broad sense, they are expected to keep the interests of the firm
in, view. In other. words,JVhile details are left to, the investigator,
the managements of basic research sections of industrial laboratories
operated in this way still retain a final control over the. kind of
research that is done.

Somc variant of these managerial patterns is to be found ineash.
large industrial research laboratory with which the writer is familiar.
Final decisions on research projects are made by the management
of the laboratory, while the staff is called upon to make proposals
on projects. '.

It is true that the output of industrial research Iaboratories includes
work that is reported in reputable scientific journals, and this suggests
that many of their contributions are significant and important. In

38 National actence Foundation, Science and Engineeringin American Industry,' at 3 (1956);
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millions of dollars ill the development of new commer()ial
products and processes, since competitors will be free to
copy them.
.' These same companies' are also leading contributors to the

national defense effort. Disruptive influences in their
business, will be reflected in that effort. More important
will be the further retardation of invention in two such vital
fields as electronics and computers, both of which are of
critical importance to atomic energy, aircraft, and guided

.missiles.
AJiinference contrary to the view expressed by Mr. Spencer may

be drawn from the data and analyses in part I of this inquiry. There,
it is suggested that so long as pressures for competitive product design
and cost reduction continue to press, these firms, they will continue
to maintain large industrial research establishments and will expand
them in accordanoe with the requirements of this competition. The
availability of the patenting privilege, it appears, has not been the
controlling factor in their industrial research activity. Rather, on the

.basis of the analysis contained in this study, it appears likely that
curtailment of patent, privileges (1) will not result in a decline in
the industrial research budgets or research employment in these firms;
and (2) that the scope of theirindustrial research activity will continue
t() grow.' " . , ". ' ,

This writer has been advised by competent persons in the firms
concerned that their industrial research budgets and the scope of their
research activity are to be expanded during the corning years. .

Why is Mr. Spencer's prediction at variance with the planned
performance of these firms? The source of the variance it would

'appear, lies in his assumption that the availability of the patent
privilege has been the controlling factor in determining levels of
industrial research activity.. To the extent that this assumption is
wrong, the predictions based upon it tend to be contrary to the facts.'

In this writer's estimate, the more adequate explanation for IBM
and A. T. & T .• research trends may be found in the analysis presented
in chapter VI, above. In other words, the growth of product competi
tion and competition for production cost reduction, account for the
general expansion of .industrial research activity. The same proposi
tionexplains why A. T. & T. and IBM are under pressure to maintain
and.expand their industrial research activities. If they did otherwise,
they would lose positionin the competitive race among firms. Granted
that these firms have made effective use of their patent rights as one
of the available weapons in interfirm competition, it does not follow
that abridgmentof those rights through the decree alters thecompeti
tive factors that exist. Neither will abridgment of patent rights lead
them to abandon the other competitive weapons which they have
been permitted to retain-in. this case, their industrial research
facilities," On the contrary, they have every inducement to strengthen
and expand these facilities to make up for what they have lost.

6!ThiSanalysiswouldriotnecessarilyapply to iridustrlaI research in which the primaryInterest has been,
not the competitive advantage derived therefrom, but the royalty income obtainablefromlicensJng others.
Under such conditions the abridgmentofpatent rights couldlead managementsto reduceresearch outlays,
Howevel', reaeerch almedprimarlly atl1censmg Income hasnotbeenthedominant charaoteristio of1ndustr1al
researoh management.
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C. PUBLICATION '~OLICY

Thea,ct of publication is a crucial aspect of the production. of
knowledge, for publication of research findingajn suffitientdetail
permits other investigators to check on .the validity of reportedfind
ings, and opens the way for the extension of the frontiers of knowledge..
The patent system is.alleged to furtherandfecilitate such publication
in two :ways,: - - . .... .' ' .'. ".,

.First, in, the view of industrial research managements, patents are
a form of scientific literature.: .The fact is, however, that patenting'
often does not 'really constitute publication in the sense descI'ibed
above--at least, .not adequate publication.. The writer is advised
that, in meny.instancesyone .of the arts ofthepatenting process is
that of writing patent applications in such a manner as to secure the
most coverage with the least disclosure. ," Asa .result.. as shown in
chapter VII, above, the. knowledge disclosed; even in the, most, elab-;
orate. patent coverage, often is not sufficient to enable another inde•.
pendently to duplicate the processes involved.", . . . <

Second, holding a patent is commonly regarded as a safeguard that
permits public disclosure of the subject invention through .thepres
entation of formal papers thereon before technical. andiscientific
aocieties-e-disclosure that they otherwise would not, dare risk fo"
fear of. its appropriation. Directors of the larger .research labora
tories emphasize thisconsideration, for, in. their view, publication of
technical papers by their staff is important in attracting top technical
talent.withoutwhich their .research facilities would deteriorate.".. ,

In fact, however, -this procedure works only imperfectly, at best.
The larger industrial laboratories tend to maintain systemsofi'closed"
(confidential) literature comprising reports and technicalpapersavail
able for .circulation to selected employees of the company only.. A
result.is the substantial isolation of many industrial researchprojects
which, in turn,.has led to extensive duplication. of lines of work among
the laboratories of different firms.. ..

These. considerations of secrecy in industrial research laboratories
become increasingly onerous' as industrial laboratories' employrnore
and more scientists to ,supply the. raw material for new technologies.
As more andmore of .theinformarion.developed in.industrial labora
tories comes under the ban, their staffs become increasingly dependent ,
for knowledge uyon. th~ free communication .that. e;:ri~tsa,mo?gnon-.
industrial scientists, while their own. publication policies restrict such .
communication. . '.,' . '. ,.;: ".'.'

PublicationpoJicies vary among firms. The fact is, however, that
in the typical business-managed laboratory,. the interest in spreading
and furthering knowledge is necessarily a subsidiary consideration to
the business interests of the fum jn its utilization of knowledge.. In
other words, .if the business interests are promoted by sec,ecy,.then
the information is kept secret, however.much good in otherrespects
might flow from its publication.".". .

As one research director puts it: The research department';s",
trustee, a custodian ofscientific information for the company ; there
fo,e,the managers of the-department must take a banker's attitude,
(as if it were dealingwith money) and adopt a conservative view with
respect to publication. In this laboratory, a major one in its field, it

6pSoonote ~2, supra.
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ON TIiEiPOSS-IBLE EFFECTS OF HAVING NO ·PATENT SYSTEM

Ii, evaluating the effect of doing away with the patent system one
must consider the fact that the major part of technical knowledge
already lies outside the patent system. Thus, much technical knowl
edgeis unpatentable because it is part of the public domain of
knowledge. Some is unpatentable because it does not meet the
:'invention" and other tests of the patent law., Some is unpatented
peca,use the owners or inventors choose riot to patent it. 'Moreover,

"the body of underlying science generally lies outside the "subject
matter" liniits of the patent law and this type of knowledge is becom
ingindreasinglyimportant for industrial applications, as.refinoments in

. processes and products increasingly require new knowledge of physical
principles. Such knowledge is not only outside the scope of the patent
system on the whole, but its production is centered mainly in the
universities where the production of new knowledge is an end in itself.

The tradition of free publication in 'Science reveals. an important
characteristic of knowledge. Unlike physical things, knowledge can
be. shared (given away) while still retained. This characteristic of
technioal knowledge would be unaffected by the absence of the oppor-
tnnity for making patent claims. ..., '
'.This consideration will become more important for the larger
industrial research laboratories as they extend their activity to more
theoretical problems in science which they will require for varions
types of applied work. Such knowledge, developed in industrial

. research laboratories, must also be subj ected to the test of free, inde
pendent scrutiny; in order to control the validity of the results. From

'this, standpoint, not even the largest industrial laboratories can be
independent of the larger community of scientists and technicians.
Ithas been suggested, in chapter III, that certain of the larger labora
tories attempt to get this effect by employing consultants. However,
thi~ device can only approximate the check on validity of results that
comes,from free publication, with opportunity for independent review
of research results. .

Under present conditions, it is not uncommon for industrial labora
tories to withhold new knowledge from publication for as much as
4to 5 years or more, (See ch. IX, sec. o.) In the absence of a
patent system, it seems clear that these practices would continue
"nd the only question is whether, and to what extent, knowledge

..would be withheld 'still more. But there are practical limits UPOQ

how long information can be kept secret, limits that vary with the
nature of the information and how it is used. And the gap between
the extent of secrecy with a patent system and without it
isv-narrowed bO' the forces and self-interest that induce a
J.jusiness concern to hold knowledge to itself as long' as possible,
patent 'sy~tem or. no patent system, and even when it does
Jet it go to ,reveal as little as possible. It is, still further narrowed
by the dictates of self-interest that induce disclosure even when

,it '. seems possible to keep information secret. Obviously, the'
.business pressure on firms to delay as long as possible the utilization

.by others of particular knowledge, would remain operative. At the

.: saI)le time,the forces that impel a concern to disclose and share with
.others the knowledge it acquires, would continue. As for nonprofit
laboratories,the elimination of patenting would actually remove a
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is "bread and butter" to universities, tbis is not true in anindustrial
laboratory. In a business-managed industrial. research. laboratory,
business requirementaare the major consideration in deciding~hat
to publish. .. ., .'.: . . .,.

These data indicate that important restrictions. 6npublicatiol1 stelll .
from the use of knowledge as private property. Patenting has been
one instrumental device in such efforts.

D. -PR,OPORTION OF SCIENTISTS EMPLOYED IN INDUSTRIAL.LA]30It.AT9.RIES

The analyses given above indicate the direction of the. effect6f
typical industrial-research policies as they bear on important aspects
of the promotion of science .. It is necessary, .however, tohave..some
quantitative indication of the scope of thes~effects, iIl~ofll:rll:sWat
might be shown by the number of scientists and engineers employed
in industrial laboratories, The data given in chapter YII ce,tainl;y
show a marked growth, especially during the last 15 years.. The
recent survey by the National Bcience Foundation disclosed .that, in
the view of industrial-research managers,.ba.sic ,ese.arch .. comprised
only about 4 percent of total industrial-research activity.i\.san
average statement for all of industrial-research activity,. thisis a .slUall
figure. Thereis,ho",e"er, substantial variation from. >irldustryjoq
industry in thisrespect." .

Summary

In summary; Patent-oriented control of research, as6J:leas~ectof
of the use of knowledge as property, leads to effects that run contrary
to the requirements of efficient promotion of. science. Business
criteria, like any other closely defined criteria for selection of research
problems, restrict the scope of acceptable problems and the freedom
of the investigator. Business requirements for keeping knowledge
secret block the free publication that is a necessary part .ofthe proce~~
of inquiry. .. .' . .•. .. ....• .? ....•..

The effects noted here are especially important in the promotion of
science because of the interdependencell:nd need for inte,,"TatiqIl of
knowledge which was described in chapter III, above.. Under such
conditions, the people who decide on research projects, the criteria
used, and policies on publication affect the degree to which scieritists
and engineers may participate in the necessarily integrated efl'ort.of
the. expansion of technical knowledge. Insofar as the pursuit .of

. patent rights contributes to research. and publication policies that
contradict the requirements of interdependcnce and integration, it
maybe said that the direction of effect of a patent system contradicts
the requiremeuts for the progress of sci~llcean4 technology.

OHAP"ER X. WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF THERE WERE No :PATEN:!'S?

What would be the impact on the production of technical knowledge
if there were no patent system; that is, iftechnical knowledge were .
not subject to property rights at all? .

•, Nattonel.Sctence Foundation, Science and Engineering in American Industry, at 18 (1956)~
There have been recent indications that the number of scientists with advanced .researcn degreea eni

played in Industrial research is going to increase .. See the ads for employment of scientists and engineers
in any current Sunday Issue of the New York Times...This is also suggested by the expanaton plans made
known to this writer by the directors of severll;llaboratorles.:Als?,seeFortune, at{l6: (January tWi6);



PART III.THE INTERRELATION BETWEEN-THE PRODUCTioN
OF TECHNOLOGY AND ITS USE AS PROPERTY

CHA.PTER XL-CONCLUSIONS BASED UPON THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN PART I AND PAR'f II

At the veryoutset of this inquiry the leading question was defined:
Does the patent system promote science and the useful arts? In
an attempt to answer this, an examination was made of the condi
tions of decision making under which technical knowledge is produced.
In the second part, an analysis was made of the effects upon the pro
duction of science and its application which flow from the use of
property rights to technical knowledge.

\
This study is devoted, and limited, to these selected aspects of the

watent system and is based upon a st.]ldy ofymalLnumber-of major
f industrial-andnQllProfitJaboratories. 'ItSiilany other aspects, with
the extensive impliQatiomrtIiey may hold for many occupations, this
study does. not attempt to evaluate. It, is concerned only with the
effects upon the promotion of science and the useful arts that stem
from the-existing patent system.

This chapter summarizes the leading, findings of this inquiry and
examines their implications with respect to the principal question
mider study. The chapter is in three sections. The first expresses
and examines the view that the patent system has become obsolete
as a principal device for the promotion of science and technology.
The second examines the role played by the patent system under
modern conditions as an incentive for the' production of science and
its technical· application-the role in which the patent system is
generally viewed as playing a significant part. The third section
suggests ways in which science and the useful arts can be promoted
and further stimulated under contemporary conditions without the
assistance ofa patent system.

A. IS T,HE PATENT SYSTEM OBSOLETE?

The patent system has lost the effectiveness that it may once have
had as a way of promoting science and the useful arts. This has been
owing to changes in the ways of producing knowledge, and to tbe
damaging effects that competitive patenting activity has had upon
the conduct Of inquiry and research.
1. Prom solo inventor to cooperating investigator

The system as it is now constituted requires the designation of an
"inventor" as the person responsible for the production of given tech

-nical knowledge and its expression in the form of anew object or
process. In actual operation, designation of a specified individual as
"the" inventor often becomes increasingly difficult, if not impossible,
under, modern conditions because of the division of labor and inter
dependence which exists. Research is increasingly a joint process to
which persons with various technical skills contribute necessary parts,

57
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tive creative activity of individuals and particular groups.
Secrecy usually results in unhealthy competition among in
dividuals or groups."

These same considerations apply to, secrecy practices among nonindus
trial laboratories.

B;., EFFECT ON THE SCOPE OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

In chapterVf, an attempt was made to define the principaldeter-.
minants for the conduct of technical. research by industrial firms,
Thepressures of competitive advantage in terms of new products and
cost reduction were specified .as the.orucial determinants.'.'.' To the
extent that requirements of this kind of competition among firms are,
indeed, the underlying pressures for expansion in industrial research,
it obviously follows that the absence of a patent system could not have
a controlling effect on the magnitude of industrial-research outlays.

There is, of course, no way of measuring with any degreeofaccuracy
what effect, quantitatively, the elimination of. patentswould Tiave
upon research and research results. In order to get some clues th.at
might shed light on this point, however, various industrial research
directors were asked during the course of this inquiry: What would
you do if. the p,atent system were no longer available tomorrow? .

(1) In one case this writer was advised that these effects would .
follow: (a) No infringement problems would exist in the absence 01
claims to exclusive. property rights to knowledge (i. e., patent rights);
this would influence the character of design since many aspects of the
products of this industry and the processes it uses are affected by
patent. claims. (b) The outlays for engineering work in this firlll .
would not be affected because, in the opinion of this informant, the
firm was doing all it could in this field already. On the other hand,'
owing to competitive reasons, it could riot afford to reduce itsengineer
ing research. (c).The.character of engineering work would, however,
be affected because a substantial part of its present work is directed
to circumventing patents held by other firms. In the opinion of this
informant, his firm has not been benefited by a patent position.. 9n
the contrary, it has been hampered by the existence of patent claims.

(2) In another firm the opinion was that, in the absence of a patent
system, (a) only such things wouldbe worked on as couldbe kept
secret, and (b) the firm .would abandon research that it could not
benefit from. Those consulted were not optimistic about keep,ing;
research and inventions secret. The writer was informed by th~

managers of thislaboratory that they had strong grounds for supposing .
that their system of information security, elaborate as it was, had.not
altogether served its purpose. They cited an instance inwhich tlle
character of one of their products was purposely altered in an arbitrary
way that would not affect its operating characteristics,Within.a
few weeks the products of a competing firm showed the same altera
tion. This, in the opinion of this writer's informants, wasnot mere
coincidence, but was probably traceable to leaks in theirsysteirrof
information security. Indeed, in the casual estimate of one informant;
it is not possible to keep a secret inside the company for more than 3
months. .

V' Engineers Placement Guide, at 11 (November 1955):
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What of the connection between patenting and research? The
Writer lias attempted to explain the growth of research activity as
the effect of competition among firms for .advantages in product

(1/ design and production cost,Tliese factors would explain the absence
,{ ofaclear correlation between patenting and industrial research.
I Indeed, these factors, and not the attractions of patent privileges,r explain the recent decisions of A. T. & T. and IBM to expand their
iresearch activities, even after their patent privileges were circum
1· scribed. This evidence does not support the contention that patenting
C and industrial research ..are closely linked.

<Altogether tlien, the evidence reviewed hererunsagainst the prop
osition that there is an important causal connection between patent-
ingan~ research. .....
;'..'; 'Whe~ever patentin~ is an important adjunct to technical research,
practices are introduced wliicli tend to retard the aggregate progress
of iscience. Patenting interest leads to emphasis on problems of

. limited scope, wliile areas offering little promise for patentable results
tend to be bypassed. Managerialforms of decision making restrict
tho initiative of research scientists; Finally, the pressure for secrecy
)that surrounds patenting leads to restrictions on the flow of technical
iknowledge, both within and among laboratories.
rTliese effects are taken for granted in industrial-research labora

'. J ;tories: However, their extension to tlie universities will, if the present
.: ; trend continues, inevitably weaken the latter as mainsprings of

.) ; scientific research and training..

V--~::";::B.:TTIE-ROLE OF THEPA'TENT SYSTEM UNDER MODERN CONDITIONS

1. The patent system is beingb1fpassed
Such expansion .in patenting activity as has occurred since 1900 is

trivial compared to the sixteenfold increase in the number of scientists
and teclinicians in the United States." Several developments have
contributed to tliis effect. 'I'heseinclude major programs in govern
ment to promote science under nonprofit auspices; failure of even the
industrialflrms to use patenting;tlie utilization of patenting for pur
poses other than the promotion of science and the useful arts; and,
finally,the hindrance to the uscof the patent systemthat results from
the awkwardness of its operation. .

. 2. Promotion of science by pTivateand Government organizations
·.Duripg the last decade, and especially since World War II, the

promotion of science as an end in itself has become. an increasing. con
cern of both private and Government activity.. Until World War II,

<the major private foundations; like the Rockefeller and Carnegie
J!'oundations were of major importance in the sponsorship of scientific
work, especially in the universities. After World War II, the Federal
Government entered this field.. By 1955 the Federal Government
had become the most important SOUrce of funds for scientific .and
technicaLwork of all types."

At present the National Science "Foundation is established as an
important arm of the Federal Government for centralizing the promo
tionofscientific activity. Research projects proposed by scientists
6~Seetbetables,bJ.cb. Won employment of scientists nndenglneera, arid patentrng activity in the Untted

seetesetnce 1900,
67 National Sclencie.'Foundation, Federal FundSfor science, pt.' Ill. The Federal Research arid Develop

ment,Budget,'FiscaIYears 1963,1954, and 1955(1954).
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Even where it is possible, some firms,especially the Iergesrexpreseed
doubts whether they could afford to impose absolute security policies
upon the knowledge produced in their laboratories, Thus, one major
firm indicated that considerable licensing is now done to smaller firms
in the industry.ithe reason being that it prefers to have these smaller
units continue as competitors in order to lessen its Own exposure to
antitrust prosecution: In order to assure this, however, the manage
mellt of the major firm regards it as essential that the smaller concerns
share the information on products and production methods that the
larger firm has developed or acquired, Without this information, t)1e
smaller firms would suffer a major competitive disadvantage and
would soon be forced out of the field, To the extent that such con
siderations influence a firm's policies, it is important to note that the
practices would probably be followed irrespective of. whether or not
a patent system existed,

In testimony given in 1940, Charles Kettering, then vice president
in charge of research for General Motors, discussed the relation' of
patenting to. the operation of General Motors' laboratories,. He
agreed that the sheer force of competition in the industry would
probably require the operation of their industrial laboratories, even
in the absence of any patent system at all." .
1, A test case

I~ there any rndicator, dose at hand, of the effects on industrial
research from the removal of patent rights? One way of gaging this
is to look at the experience of major firms whose p atent, rights have
been .recently abridged aa u result of federal antitrust action: . On
January 24~25, 1956, for example, the FederalGovernment announced
consent decrees in alltitrust cases against the Anierican Telephone.&
Telegraph Co, and the International Business MachinesCorp, .Under
the terms of.these decrees, these firms wererequired to make available
to other firms many thousands of patents as well as related technical
knowledge, either at reasonable rate of royalty, or on a free. basis
altogether. These decrees provoked a discussion among persons
interested in the patent system. One point of view was stated py
Mr. Richard Spencer, a member of the New Yorkpar and one time
First Assistant Commissioner of Patents. Mr. Spencer, writing in
the Wall Street Journal (April 10, 1956), declared as follows:

* * * A. T, &. T. and IBM are the great pioneers in
research and invention in their industries, which accounts
for their leadership and their strong patent positions, as well
as for the fact that they were selected as defendants.. Under
the decrees, not only. have their long-established methods of
doing husiness been disrupted, which will interfere with
efficient operations for years to come, but management will
no longer be in a position to authorize the expenditure of

Ila The"followingIs the teXtof the relevant testimony;
Mr. O'OONNELL•••• It occurred to me that 'even in the absence or-ens patent laws at all, the "mere~

~orc~ of competitiJnin the industry would probably require the type of organization you have b~endescrib~
mg." , ,''''' ,', • ,- '" ' ' ,', ,"

Mr. KETTERING. I imagine so"yes; but I am a terribly optrmtsttc person on what can be doue.lfwe get
coordinated right· •••

Mr. O'OONNELL. I don't want to press the point, Doctor; bnt apparently organizations such as yours
would undoubtedly continue to function and would be forced by competition to function,even were there
no patent laws. -,

Mr. KETTERING. We don't run our organizatIon for the purpose of taklngout patents. We th1nkonly of
the general problema.vv •• ,,' _"',, " -

TNED.hearlngs, supra, l;lote 14,at 16311.
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'. data available to this writerindicate that the introduction of patenting
into scientific institutions has damaged their productiveness.

Industrial research with and without J'atents .
Industrial firms, on the other hand, will continue to operate and

-expand their research facilities in order to serve their particular com
petitive requirements, whetber a patent system exists or not. These
units, and others, will continue to rely primarily on the nonprofit:
research institutions for expansion of the underlying body of science
from which technological application is nourished. As for their own
research, it is true that industrial firms.have beeh able to utilize the
patent system as a device to protect their property rights in the
knowledge they develop. Nevertheless, in the writer's judgment, it
seems likely that industrial firms would continue to operate and
expand their own industrial research facilities even if the patent right

. werepo longer evailable."
3. Recognition to scientists and technologists

Ways are wanting for giving public recognition to scientists and
engineers, whose work coutributessignificantly to the general welfare.
It would be appropriate and useful, in the writer's opinion, to estab
lish a 'system of public honors and awards to recognize and reward
'notable achievements in the production and application of technical
knowledge. An annual program of honors and awards could be
administered by an existing body like theNational Academy of Science,
Bythis means it would also be possible to give recognition to those
people who .continue to function as independent inventors, outside of
the employed occupations.

[,The patent systell)- does not serve these functions. Au abundance
,!oftesthnony before the Senate Subcommittee-on Patents, Trade
{.!marks, and Copyrights indicates that individualscientists, engineers,
i rand the group of independent inventors, have been the very people
. least served by the patent system. as It now operates., .- - .. - - .

Summary

ill summary: The evidence and analyses of this study indicate that
there is a growing disharmony between the efficient production of new
technical knowledge and the effort, through the patent .system, to
treat that knowledge nuder property relations. This disharmony is
intensified as the division of labor in science increases and, as a conse
quence, the conduct of inquiry becomesincreasingly social production
that requires the integration of interdependent technical skills. These
developments make it increasingly difficult to specify what is new,
what is invention, and who is au inventor, The effects from these
factors would not be esseutia]];V altered, in this writer's opinion, by
variation in the rules for establishing property rights to knowledge.

The effort to operate a patent system formulated for tM technologi
cal condibionsof a century ago has proved to be increasingly awkward.
The problems of patent-system operation, however, do not stem pri
marily from administrative shortcomings or from the absence of
ingenuity among the able attorneys, judges, and Patent Office staffs
who administer the system. Rather, they stem from the inability to
,apply the conceptions of a bygone era to the contemporary conditions

\/t.·The ~r1ter regards the caeea oUaM and A. T. de T. (oh.X) asa ClUo1altest ottbJB.qtiestlO1l. .



C;. EFFECT ON AREAS'OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH:.

At present, among the larger firms in various industries there
exist effective divisions. of labor with respect to lines of product
development. This type of concentration of research effort. stems
from the high degree of specialization that is required for research
in many.fields that have been highly developed. It is also a result
of the elaborate techniques in design and operation that are required.
today in many productionfacilities. At the same time,a certain
amount of overlapping commonly occurs among firms. This forms •
the basis for trading in technical. knowledge. The advantageaof
such practices would continue even in the absence of property rights
to technical knowledge. On the other hand, to the extent that !\
firm now prefers to retain process information on a secret and CO\l~

fidential basis instead of exchanging it with others, the absence of
a patent system would not necessarily alter the oonsiderationsthat
cause such trading in knowledge, exceptias it might strengthen or
extend i~ lIS a result of eliminatingan alternative procedure. .....

D., E.FFECT ,ON _ INTERFIRM ~OMPETITI()NI~ ,INDUSTRIAL :R~S~~~.C~

If the patent system were thrown out; what would be the effect
upon (1) research effort and (2) secrecy?' ......••••..\.

In the estimate of this writer, the absence of an opportunity '; to .. '
patent would probably cause industrial managements to enlarge, rather .
than curtail, their research efforts. Given the availability of apateI)t
system, the possession of industrial laboratories as a way of securing
knowledge is supplemented by the ability of a firm to use it as a
we!\pon against competitors by subjecting them to large legal costs in

. litigati.o.n 9ver pa~e.nt rights. W!~houtjlatenting., the poss.essionof.an..•.
operating industrial research faoility, able to produce new knowledge
adequately andexpeditiously, would take on greater competitive im
portance than it now has. The technical strength of a firm-would then
rest more directly upon its own ability to produce new knowledge, since
it could no longer resort to this strength to exclude, harass 9r levy a
toll upon competitors, . . .... ;

As for secrecy. the present types of secrecy how s1lr:rouI)ding
industrial research activity would be maintained. These restric
tionsgive a firm-an advantage in the utilization of new-technical
knowledge for product purposes, or for redesign of production methods.
The question is: Would still more secrecy occur? It isdifflculrto
exclude that possibility; There are factors however, that might well
result in their being less secrecy than one might expect. The same
considerations that now limit the secret use of technical knowledge
would still be operative if there were no patentsystem.iThe gre!\t
specialization of work that exists in scientific research requires sub"
stantial interchange of knowledge lIS a necessary condition of fruitful
work. Single laboratories, however extensive, must stagnate if they
are isolated from the larger scientific community. This view is sha~ed
by the directors of leading industrial.research facilities. Furthermore,
the antitrust considerations. that impel large firms. to give .smaller
competitors knowledge needed for low-cost production would con-
tinue to have force in the absence of the patent privilege. . .
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source of pressure for secrecy of results and for restriction on the
scope of research. In university and similar laboratories, in the
absence of a patent system, there would be no alternative but to do
research and publish the results freely."

Summ,ary

In summary: There is nothing to indicate that the absence ofthe
patent system would diminish the scope or character of scientific
research in the universities. Indeed, insofar as patent pressures were
removed from university scientists, this would probably strengthen
the universities as producers of science and technology. Moreover,
business expenditures for research, in the estimate of this writer, would
not be appreciably diminished by the. elimination of opportunities for
claiming patent rights. It is true that in the absence of patenting,
some of the characteristics of industrial research might be revised,
Competitive pressures along' product and production cost lines, that
now impel the expansion of industrial research outlays would, how
ever, continue to-ba operativa,

6~ If universities attempted to do research and make the results secretly and excluSively available to
certain firms, they would be transforming themselves into adjuncts-to Industrialresearch managements.
These activities might come within the scope of the income tax regulations that were cited in chapter VIII,
above. The effect could be to alter the basic character as well as the tax-exemptiqn'rlghts ofauniversitr.

•
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Moreover, reseil,rch scientists and engineers are no,,:,", in themainyem
ployees. Their incomes are substantially unrelated to their patenting
activity. . . ..' . '. .'

These conditions in re~earch work make it difficult to specify 10M
elements of originality innsw technical knowledge which the patent
law requires. For example, as the scientific and technicaloccupations
develop, more persons are able to do given types of inquiry. One test
for originality is that work-should. require more than ordinary skill.
However, as technical knowledge of a high order becomes widely
diffused, even the most elaborate skills become ordinary in the sense
that many persons are competent to carry out given types of inquiry.
The·evidence.of this development is found repeatedly in the formof .
parallel development of research and development with respect to
problems of great complexity;· .' .

The very question: ."Who is the .inventor?" comes from another
period in industrial history when the work of producing new technical
knowledge was characteristically carried out by single persons. The'
continued. use of the category "inventor" under present day conditions
is plainly anomalous; The word continues the same, but its meaning
has changed. The lone inventor of 1800 has given way to the coope,,-
ating investigator of the 20th century. . .

The insistence of the patent system that the patent application
specify an "inventor," has often led. to exaggerated claims. for the
scope of work <lone and for priority. In connection with a recent
and important technological development, a firm claimed publicly that
its technicans had "conceived, invented, and developed" a certain
product. This claim is -not supported by an examination' of the
history of research in this field, available through the published
literature. The published history disclosed a' discrepancybetween'
the strong claim for exclusive development made by the firm and the
actual contributions of investigators employed in various laboratories..

':of which this firm was only one, In other words, the claim for exclu!;iy;'
..\invention may reflect, not so much the actual contributions that were
Imade, but rather the efforts to develop a network of commercially'
jimportant patents as a useful weapon in the commercial combat tb,at
I occurs among business managements.

2. Patenting as an incentive to the J?roduction of science and its appticai-
. tion: Patenting pressure results in damage to the process of inquiry. .

Owing to the fact that patents have long been granted for inventions,
it is an apparently plausible .inference that the patent system has
had some facilitating effect on inventing.. That,however, isnot in
question here. The problem of this study is rather: Has the patent
syst~m had an important, dominant effect in promoting the pTogress
of SCIence and the useful arts? '. ..;.

In order to prove that the patent system is the cause, and invention
the effect, one must demonstrate two things: first, that there iaa
significant correlation between activity in patenting and research ;
second, that there is a defined intervening chain of events which
links patenting with research. On the basis of. the data reviewedin
this study, it appears that neither of these requirements ofproof can
be satisfied. The evidence at hand, for particular firms and-for
industry as a whole; shows that research activity has expanded with
out parallel development of patenting. Accordingly; there is .no
evidence here of correlation between patenting and inventing.
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under wbich technicalknbwleageisproduMd. At the. same
tbere can belittle doubt 'tbatthe patent systelll has been a
instrument in industrial management's competitive process,

In this investigation, attention bas been focused. on the. problem:
Does the patent system new fulfill the constitutional purpose of pro".
meting science and the useful arts, as indicated by theoperation ?f
industrial and nonprofit research laboratories? On balance, bas~d

upon the study of selected typical industrial and nonprofit research
laboratories.itbe answeris "No;". . '. ....',"

The patent system in the contemporary scene has not, as a rule,
promoted conditions tbat facilitate research in science or the industrial
arts, On the contrary: In universities the effect of patenting.pressures .
has been. to interpose managerial controls and commercial pres~ures

where free, uninhibited inquiry is needed to promote the flow of
science, In industrial laboratories research in the .usefvl arts has been
expanded rapidly, without a parallel growth in patenting activity,
Moreover, the experience of a few firms, whosepateut privileges have
been recently abridged, indicates that these managements maintain
and expand their industrial researoh in order to cope with problems of
product and cost competition, The development of research in these
aud similar firms will bear close watching, .. .•...

1
With or without a patent system, the. efficient pursuit oUmowledge

. in, theu.niv:er~ities and., other nonprofit institutions Will.'. con,tl.'.n.ll.e,.
within the limits of available resources, so long as the production of
l\t)owledge istreajed as 9 ",,:€lieienb end in itselLIndustriltlfirms.will
coi'Itinue to enlarge their research in the useful urts.ns dictated:.by
competitive needs, with or without patent privileges: • Henceforth,
in thejudgmentof this writer, the main impetus for the promotion
of science and the useful arts will come, not from the pateut system,
but from forces and factors that lie outside that system: . .

o
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in various fields. must passthe scrutiny ofcommittees" of their col-
leagues set up to allocate available funds. .' '. . •.

Patents are taken as an incident to work perfonnedby some Federal
agencies, although they are of lesser importance in the work sponsored
by the Public Health Service and by the National Science Foundation,
as they are for the scientific activity sponsored by private foundations.
Generally, the product produced by the investigator becomes part of
the p11blio domain of technical knowledge.
3. Patents'as instruments 0] inteprm. competitjon " ., ....,

Although patenting has not kept pace with the expansion of scientific.
[i.and engineering .research, and has. failed. to achieve its constjt11tional
i!0bjective of promoting the progress of science and. useful arts, its
·Jcontinued use has been sustained because .of its importance as an
instrument ofbusiness competition. In this realmthere belong the
cross-licensing and trading in patents and other comparable business
transactions which form.parts of complicated networks ofinterfirm
agreements both within and among countries.

.4. Complexities 0] the patenting process
Both the administration of the Patent Office and adjudication of

patent cases in. the courts have become so complicated as to present
formidable and costly obstacles to the use of the patent system,
especially by individual persons. This is the inescapable inference
from testimony given before the Subcommittee On Patents of the
United States Senate."

There may well be some purely administrative causes for these
developments. Still, there is no avoiding the fact that the problems of
iden tifying an "inventor" and an "invention" under modern conciitions
impose formidable difficulties for both the Patent Officeand the courts.
From this standpoint, major difficulties of operating the patent.system
must result from the formal attempt to treat today's producers of
technical knowledge as though they were "inventors" of 1800.

C. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROMOTION OF SCIENCE AND THE USEFUL
ARTS UNDER PRESENT CONDITIONS

The supply of technical knowledge and the means for its production
are 'major resources for the whole society. How is the constitutional
mandate" to promote science and the useful arts" to be implemented
under present conditions of the production of knowledge in nonprofit
institutions and in industry?
1. Support for the production oj knowledge as an end i% itself

'I'he weight of evidence is strongly in favor of the following as the
most efficient means toward this end: ample financial resources for
the universities and other nonprofit institutions which operate to
produce knowledge as an end in itself; maximum freedom for initiative
by the investigator a~ aguiding principle of the allocation ,Qffu)lds
and decision-making III institutions: encouragement of free-publica
tion and other scientific communication as a point of principle.

'I'here is no place in such a scheme of things for the operation of\,ny
system that reserves to specified individuals the exclusive property
rights, patented or otherwise, in knowledge' thus developed.. <The

68 See hearlnga on the AmerIcan patent system,. before the Subcommittee on Patents,Trademarks,.and·:·
Oopyrlghts of the Senate Committee on the JUdtc1arY,.~4thOong., 1st,sess. (October1~12. 1955).


